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Robe was proud to a sponsor of the 
Nové Město na Moravě, Czech 
Republic, stage of the 2022 Mercedes‐
Benz UCI Mountain Bike World Cup, 
where one of the toughest parts of the 
XCO (cross country) course was 
designated “Rock ‘n’ Robe”, and Robe’s 
new Show Truck concept – providing a 
fully mobile studio space / mee ng 
hub / demo area / roof deck – was also 
a major success, a rac ng some of the 
weekend event’s buzz and excitement.  
“It was great to be back with a full 
audience this year,” commented Robe’s 
interna onal marke ng manager Pavel 
Nemec. “It gave us an opportunity to 
show our support for a fantas c 
spor ng event, to have our branding 
visible everywhere and appreciate the  

performances of some of the best 
cycling athletes in the world, 
simultaneously demonstra ng how our 
Show Truck can be provide a vibrant 
and prac cal event space, a public 
gallery and a VIP deck.” Being involved 
in the event gave Robe the chance for 
prominent branding across na onal and 
interna onal television and globally via 
the Red Bull livestream plus mul ple 
social media channels, including those 
of the top riders from the 800 
compe tors who represented 37 
countries. Apart from all of that, the 
Robe team enjoyed some superla ve 
adrenaline charged XCO cycling ac on 
throughout the three‐day event. 
 
The Robe Show Truck – debuted at 
Prolight+Sound Frankfurt last month – 
was used with its ‘black box’ tent 
extension and hosted some important 
assorted workshops and presenta ons 
all linked to the cycling ac on. These 
were lit with around 40 Robe moving 
light fixtures that are part of the truck’s 
current touring ligh ng rig. “I had LOTS 
of feedback about the great atmosphere 
in and around the truck,” remarked 
Pavel. The truck is one of the new and  

exci ng ways in which Robe is bringing 
its innova on, energy, and good vibes 
to a diversity of events and loca ons in 
Europe throughout the summer. 
Several related events staged in the 
Robe Show Truck included two talks, 
one on Saturday evening by a famous 
Czech TV personality. The presenta on 
slides, graphics and video visuals were 
delivered by Robe’s Pro Mo on moving 
projector fixtures. The second 
discussion event focused on this year’s 
Cape Epic race in South Africa, with 
leading Czech riders Mar n Stosek, 
Kris an Hynek and Petr Vakoc who are 
among the best World Marathon and 
Cape Epic riders. They were joined by 
Michal Červený who has captured all 
the drama and thrills‐and‐spills of the 
race on camera. “It was fantas c to 
unite these different communi es of 
travel, cycling and sports under one 
roof in our truck,” notes Pavel, and all 
these addi onal ac vi es taking place 
in Robe’s Show Truck enabled guests to 
enjoy and maximise their me at the 
event. 
 

www.robe.cz 
 

Photos © Michal Cerveny and Jan Brychta 
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ROBE supports UCI MTB XCO World Cup 

Michal Cerveny in Robe’s black-box gallery 



With more than 16,000 small to large 
street par es, the people of Great 
Britain celebrated the 70th anniversary 
of Queen Elizabeth II's throne during 
the first weekend of June. But by far the 
biggest show took place on this day in 
front of Buckingham Palace in London. 
22,000 spectators gathered in front of 
the three stages, where Queen & Adam 
Lambert, Rod Stewart, Alicia Keys and 
Ed Sheeran played, among many 
others, and another 13.4 million 
watched the BBC's mega‐event live on 
TV. For the ligh ng of the main stages, 
Buckingham Palace and the Tree of 
Trees sculpture designed by 
Heatherwick Studio, Version 2 Lights 
supplied more than 600 cameo 
spotlights, including over 60 of the new 
hybrid outdoor all‐rounder OTOS® H5. 
 
In total, the forecourt of the world‐
famous Buckingham Palace as well as 
the palace itself was staged by 62 
OTOS® H5, 156 ZENIT® W600, 392  
FLAT PRO 7 G2 and 72 FLAT PRO  
12 G2. The ligh ng design was done  
by Nigel Catmur.  

Nigel used the Cameo spotlights for the 
numerous live performances of the 
biggest Bri sh pop stars as well as for 
the moving speeches of heir to the 
throne Prince Charles and his son Prince 
William. In par cular, the new 
superstars in the Cameo por olio – the 
OTOS® H5 Beam‐Spot‐Wash Hybrid 
Moving Heads – played a central role in 
the visual staging of the globally 
broadcast anniversary party. 
Prominently placed on high truss 
pla orms, the OTOS® H5 framed the 
ac on wonderfully and sent impressive 
beams into the royal evening sky. 
 

The ZENIT® W600 LED Outdoor Wash 
Lights also played an important role in 
the ligh ng design of the pla num 
party. With their massive luminous flux  
of 21,000 lm, the wash lights ensured a 
strong and uniform illumina on of the 
stage in daylight and in the evening. In 
addi on, the Cameo FLAT PRO 12 G2 
RGBWA LED outdoor spotlights have 
been integrated into the set base via 
circular cut‐outs. The even more 
compact FLAT PRO 7 G2 also set 
coloured highlights at various posi ons 
in the set.  

 

www.cameolight.com 

www.adamhall.com 

www.v2lights.co.uk 

www.ncld.net 
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America’s love of Scorpions was on full 
display March 26 ‐ April 16 in Las Vegas 
where the German rock band played a 
string of shows at Zappos Theater in 
Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino. 
Dubbed “Sin City Nights” with special 
guests Skid Row, the 3‐week residency 
was lit by Austrian designer Manfred 
Nikitser, who turned to Ela on 
Professional’s Ar ste Monet™ LED 
moving head as a workhorse fixture on 
the show. 
 
America’s affec on for Scorpions, one 
of the best‐selling hard rock and heavy 
metal bands of all me, has endured 
since the 1970s. Nikitser has worked 
with the band since their 50th 
Anniversary tour in 2016, star ng as a 
media programmer before eventually 
taking over the ligh ng role. For the 
Vegas residency, he handled produc on 
and ligh ng design, and also 
programmed and operated the show. 
 
The headlining residency on the Las 
Vegas Strip was a huge success and 
another example of music fans’ 
passionate desire to return to live 
music. The band exuded their usual 
energe c spirit – “I feel like they are  

be er than ever,” says Nikitser – and 
sound much as they did when Scorpions 
broke big in America over 40 years ago. 
The band covered fan favorites like 
"Wind of Change" (the band changed 
the lyrics during the residency in a show 
of solidarity with Ukraine) and rock 
anthem "Rock 
You Like a 
Hurricane" 
along with new 
numbers from 
their latest 
album “Rock 
Believer” 
released in 
February 2022. 
The shows at 
the state‐of‐the‐
art Zappos 
Theater were 
extremely 
popular with 
the balcony 
open (not 
typical for a 
residency show) 
in order to 
maximize the 
venue’s 7000‐
seat capacity. 

With a world tour kicking off May 6th at 
Madison Square Garden in New York 
City, a mere 3 weeks a er the Vegas 
residency, Nikitser developed a flexible 
design that he could adjust to the 
Zappos Theater stage. “The approach 
was to have the same look for the 

residency that 
we would use in 
an arena,” he 
says. 
“Essen ally, it is 
a touring design 
that was 
adapted for the 
venue in 
Vegas.” Because 
the stage in the 
Zappos Theater 
is so wide – 
27.3 meters vs a 
typical arena 
stage that is 
around 18 
meters – rigging 
posi ons, 
trussing, etc. 
were adjusted 
to cover the 
addi onal 
space. 

www.avltimes.com 
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Artiste Monet™ 



Ligh ng and Video  
The show features a large custom set 
with metal surfaces and special drum 
riser – “a real analog, rocking look” 
according to Nikitser, complete with 
media content and camera blending. An 
18 x 9 meter LED screen backdrop 
meant that, in general, very bright 
fixtures were required. “We s ll wanted 
to have a light show with visible light 
beams,” Nikitser explains, “not just a 
video show where ligh ng is a side 
element. We wanted to meld these 
elements together without losing one 
of them so we needed very bright 
fixtures, as well as lights that had nice 
colors that could work well with the 
media content.” 
 
Ar ste Monet  
While researching op ons that would 
work well for a floor ligh ng package, 
the designer got in touch with full‐
service ligh ng company Volt Lites of 
Southern California and quickly realized 
they could offer much more. “We 
needed a workhorse in order to get 
through a rock show like this and they 
reintroduced me to the Ar ste Monet. 
It is a fixture I had used in Europe and 
was familiar with but one I had never 
used as my main ligh ng fixture. I didn’t 
expect the brightness to be honest and 
a er taking a closer look, I realized it 
would work well for this show.” 
 
The Ar ste Monet is Ela on’s mul ‐
award‐winning 45,000‐lumen LED  

Profile luminaire with 7‐flag 
SpectraColor color mixing system, 
endless rota on framing, and 
comprehensive FX package. Some 87 
fixtures were used on the Vegas 
residency show – 64 in an eight‐finger 
truss fanned out over the stage (8 per 
finger), 9 for back ligh ng, and 14 as 
front light remote followspots. “The 
posi oning of the moving heads was 
perfect, also the front ligh ng fixtures 
we used for followspots,” Nikitser said. 
“We could just move them a few 
degrees very narrow with iris medium 
and they would cover the en re stage. 
They were very exact and we had no 
issues or incidents where they lost their 
posi oning. You can’t take that type of 
thing for granted.” 

Color Punch  
With trims of 9.5 to 11.0 meters over 
the stage and much longer from the 
front of house posi on, not to men on 
the ambient ligh ng from the large LED 
backdrop to fight through, the Monet’s 
45,000 lumens were welcome. “The 
lumen numbers are one thing but I 
always look at how much punch they 
have when you put color in. Some 
fixtures then get quite weak but the 
Monet did really well.”  
 
The designer accessed the fixture’s 
CMY+RGB SpectraColor color mixing 
system for some songs, for example 
when he needed a rich full red, but  
he also created a lot of looks using  
the 6‐posi on color wheel “because it 
has such nice colors and it worked 
perfectly for what I needed,” he said. 
“The zoom and color wheel are two 
important features that I think many 
manufacturers o en underes mate  
but they were both quite good in the 
Monet.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
www.manfrednikitser.com 

www.ela onligh ng.com 

www.ela onligh ng.eu 
 

Photos © Manfred Nikitser 
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English rock band Genesis’ The Last 
Domino? tour overcame postponed, 
cancelled and rescheduled dates to 
resume again last September. The tour 
marks the first reunion of the band 
since 2007, and has in its ligh ng 
inventory 64 Ayrton Karif LT ultra 
compact 300W LED beam‐spot fixtures.  
 
The ligh ng and produc on design  
was co‐created by Patrick Woodroffe –  

also show director ‐ and Roland Greil  
of Woodroffe Basse  Design, and 
Jeremy Lloyd from Wonderworks  
who is responsible for the technical 
integra on. Ligh ng programmer was 
Marc Brunkhardt. Woodroffe and Greil 
had a number factors to consider for 
what poten ally could be Genesis’s last 
tour. “The band has a rich history of 
pushing the limits when it comes to 
ligh ng and show design, so we needed 
to come up with something that 
maintains their reputa on for being at 
the forefront of show design.” 
 
The team decided to take a theatrical 
approach, giving every song its own 
visual iden ty with a unique look and 
feel, and simultaneously paying tribute 
to the band’s unique looks and 
innova ons over the years. “We wanted 
a stage that was very versa le where 
we could change the whole look, feel 
and the visual iden ty for each song, be 
very in mate or very big, or modern or 
old school, and then with those 
adaptable tools we could tell the visual 
story of the show and create the perfect 
picture frame for each song and their 
performance on stage,” says Greil.  
 
 

Karif LT’s role in this was to help build a 
versa le, dynamic backdrop in 
conjunc on with an array of 12 rota ng 
LED panels of varying heights. “The 
panels had high resolu on LED screens 
on the front which could be quite 
overwhelming,” explains Greil. “We 
wanted to be able to transform the 
stage away from this screen to other 
worlds as well, so we set the panels on 
tracking systems so they could split 
apart and turn, and rigged the Karif LT 
fixtures in ver cal columns on the 
reverse of each LED panel. 
 
“The fixture is so compact that, for the 
majority of the show, we were able to 
keep the lightsources themselves 
concealed but u lise the output in the 
most interes ng ways. We could lt the 
panels and shoot beams through the 
gaps, outline the background, build 
different looks and keep the Karifs 
hidden yet visible through the 
transparent video screen. Then for the 
last song of the main set, Invisible 
Touch, we turned the back wall all to 
lights with the Karifs fully revealed and 
set them spinning – it’s a mind blowing 
effect. Part of the theatricality of the  

www.avltimes.com 
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Ayrton Karif shines through for  
Genesis The Last Domino? tour 

Ayrton Karif LT 



 
show is to be able to keep as much in 
your pocket for as long as you can. Karif 
certainly gave us a whole ra  of extra 
op ons for this.”  
 
“We also discovered Karif LT had a 
con nuous pan/rota on which I wasn’t 
aware of as it is not something I would 
normally use, but we rigged them at a 
90° angle and discovered a whole new 
level of func onality. It gave us that 
great big array of spinning lights on the 
back walls for Domino which was 
perfect for this specific show and a 
great addi on to the looks. 

 

 
“It just goes to show you can’t always 
plan everything – some mes you’ve got 
to be lucky as well. With the right tools, 
you can shake the tree and something 
new will fall out of it!”  
 
The Karif LT was introduced to Greil 
and Woodroffe by Ayrton’s exclusive 
UK distributor, Ambersphere Solu ons, 
and supplied by the tour’s ligh ng 
supplier, Neg Earth. 
 
www.ayrton.eu 
 

Photos © Manfred H. Vogel 
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Det Norske Teatret (the Norwegian 
Theatre) in Oslo houses three stages in 
its main building in vibey downtown 
Oslo, plus one more in another venue in 
the city run by the same team, all of 
which work on a busy repertory 
schedule. Together at least 25 original 
and cu ng‐edge produc ons are 
created annually, in the Norwegian 
language of Nynorsk, and some guest 
works are hosted. Also known for high 
produc on values, the theatre has 
recently invested in 15 Robe ESPRITE 
moving lights for its 250‐capacity  
Scene 2. 
 
The theatre’s resident ligh ng designer 
Torkel Skjærven, explained that they 
previously had Robe ColorWash 750AT 
Tungsten moving lights in the black box 
Scene 2 space, and these have worked 
hard and reliably for over 10 years! 
However, the me arrived to replace 
them with a more modern LED light 
source. The drive to convert the 
theatre’s ligh ng to LED has been 
ongoing since 2013, but apart from 
that, replacement lamps were no 
longer available for those original Robe 
tungstens. In fact, they purchased the  

last five in the world 3 years ago, so this 
also prompted the upgrade! Although 
extremely pleased with the older Robe 
fixtures, Torkel and a team of assessors 
considered several different op ons, 
and once again chose a Robe solu on, 
with ESPRITES proving to be the best 
and most appropriate luminaire for 
their requirements. 
 
Scene 2 offers an eclec c programme 
that embraces contemporary dramas 
and new works, from the experimental 
to the classics, so they need an 
adaptable ligh ng rig. “The ESPRITES are 
primarily used as part of Scene 2’s 
permanent back ligh ng rig,” elucidated 
Torkel, “but as some of the principal 
lights used for several tasks, they 
needed to have mul ple features”. 
 
Torkel is employed on the ar s c team 
to create designs – he lights around 4 or 
5 of the new produc ons each year, 
with the rest lit by guest LDs, but day‐
to‐day he also works alongside his 22 
colleagues in the ligh ng department. 
They always look for the best choice of 
lights for their stages and to suit the 
many visi ng ligh ng designers  

 
 
 
irrespec ve of the manufacturer, he 
noted. It was a team effort in choosing 
the replacement lights, comprising 
Torkel, head of ligh ng Eigil Aasen, 
Scene 2’s technical co‐ordinator Per 
Willy Liholm, one of their in‐house 
technicians, and three external 
collaborators – a ligh ng consultant, a 
ligh ng designer, and a ligh ng 
technician. “The external input was 
very important, we needed feedback 
from others not just those working in 
the house,” he explained. The format 
and process of the decision‐making was 
established before they even knew the 
budget alloca on for the investment 
and the price of the individual product. 

www.avltimes.com 
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Norwegian Theatre invests in Robe ESPRITES 

Torkel Skjærven, resident lighting designer 
at Det Norske Teatret, Olso. 



A rigorous shootout took place at the 
venue between five different fixtures, 
and from this everyone liked the 
ESPRITE best. “It is the quality of the 
light output that we really loved,” says 
Torkel, adding that they already knew 
Robe would be very reliable!  

 

Wan ng a good wash and a good spot 
unit, they ordered the PC version of the 
ESPRITE which also makes an excellent 
spot and can be further finessed with 
the beam shaper and barn doors. 
 
He appreciates the ESPRITE’s colour 
mixing, commen ng that Robe has been 
smart in moving this module close to 
the light source which makes for the 
smoothest func onality and a super‐
even colour field that is “vital for us 
together with the quality of light.”  
 
“For drama, we don’t necessarily need 
speed and lots of gobos and effects, but 
good all‐round fabulous looking lights 
and the ESPRITES do this and many 
addi onal things very well.” 
 
Mul ple measurements and 
calcula ons were conducted followed 
by extensive discussions and 
considera ons of all the major theatrical 
requirements, like smooth dimming, 
quiet running, etc., and then they came 
to a consensus … that ESPRITE was the 
one for them! 
 
 

Further considera ons included how 
the new lights would dovetail with the 
exis ng fixtures on the rig. They s ll 
use a lot of PARs in the house, so the 
ESPRITES needed to mix and match 
with them. “The beam needed to look 
three dimensional and spacey, similar 
to a PAR beam and not flat and dull like 
some!” said Torkel. For li ing and 
handling, the compact size and light 
weight of the ESPRITES was another 
plus point, as some shi s have only one 
ligh ng tech who has to do everything 
including rigging the fixtures. 
 
The solid rela onship with Robe’s 
Norwegian distributor Norsk 
Sceneteknikk was another factor, the 
company has been involved with the 
theatre for a long me. “They have 
always been efficient, friendly and easy 
to deal with,” enthused Torkel who 
par cularly enjoys working with Norsk 
Sceneteknikk’s technical sales 
specialist, Lars Kris an Bakke. 
 
www.robe.cz 
 

Photos © Louise Stickland 
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Leading full‐service video and ligh ng 
company 4Wall has extended its stock 
of Ela on Ar ste series LED moving 
heads into Europe with purchase of the 
Ar ste Monet™ Profile, Ar ste 
Mondrian™ Profile FX and Ar ste 
Rembrandt™ Wash luminaires.  
Following on from 4Wall’s posi ve 
acquisi on of Ar ste series fixtures in 
the US earlier this year, and in the wake 
of a series of favorable product demos 
at the 4Wall facility in Blackburn this 
spring, 4Wall Europe has acquired a 
significant quan ty of Ar ste series 
units. 
 
David March, Director of Business 
Development 4Wall, commented on 
the investment, “Following on from our 
recent investment in Ela on fixtures in 
the US, we are pleased to have placed a 
significant order with Ela on’s UK 
distributor Entedi for Ar ste fixtures. 
We have chosen from the Ar ste family  

the Monet, Mondrian and Rembrandt 
for their full con nuity of colours and 
features, which we believe makes them 
ideal workhorse tools for designers and 
operators alike across the many facets 
of live events through to corporate 
conferences that we proudly service. 
Being the first in the UK to invest in 
these robust feature‐rich Ela on 
fixtures fits well with our commitment 
to provide the latest and greatest 
equipment, service and support.” 
 
Sale of the Ar ste units to 4Wall took 
place through Ela on’s exclusive 
distribu on partner in the UK, Entedi, 
working closely with Ela on’s European 
office and Ela on Business 
Development Manager Graham Hill. 
“We are thrilled to con nue to grow the 
Ela on brand in the UK by helping to 
bring this new technology to market,” 
stated Cally Bacchus, Managing Director 
for Entedi. “4Wall is breaking new  

ground with a significant investment 
that demonstrates not only their 
confidence in the Ela on product but a 
level of trust in Ela on’s distribu on 
presence in the UK. We have enjoyed 
4Wall as a client for several years and 
look forward to con nuing to meet 
their high standards by providing their 
team with important local support.”  
 
The purchase reinforces Ela on’s 
strong partnership with 4Wall and 
complements nicely 4Wall US 
investments in 2021/22 in Mondrian, 
Rembrandt, Monet and Ar ste Van 
Gogh units. 4Wall first began inves ng 
in Ar ste in 2018 with the Ar ste 
Picasso. 
 
 

www.ela onligh ng.com 

www.ela onligh ng.eu 

www.4wall.com 
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(l to r) David March (4Wall),  
Graham Hill (Elation),  

Marcel Wijnberger (Entedi) 



In February 2022, the interna onal 
track and field elite met at the ISTAF 
INDOOR Mee ng in Düsseldorf, 
Germany. In front of 2,650 spectators in 
Düsseldorf's PSD BANK DOME and live 
on TV, Olympic long jump champion 
Malaika Mihambo and Ivorian sprint 
star Artur Cissé, among others, ba led 
for victory in various disciplines. The 
technical service provider btl next 
GmbH was responsible for the TV‐
compa ble ligh ng of the sports field, 
as well as the show staging for the run‐
in and award ceremonies. For these  

purposes, a total of 80 Cameo ZENIT  
W600‐D Outdoor Wash Lights – in the 
Daylight version – were used.  
 
“We needed a powerful white light with 
a TV‐like response me that would 
allow us to switch the sports field 
ligh ng on and off in quick succession,” 
explains Julian Siewertsen, who is  
responsible for the en re ligh ng 
division at btl. “This was not possible 
due to the igni on behaviour of the 
discharge lamps installed as standard in 
the stadium, which is why we opted for 

an LED‐based solu on with the 
ZENIT W600‐D wash lights.”  
 
Since the end of 2021, 40 ZENIT 
W600‐D lights have been in the 
por olio of the Düsseldorf‐based 
full service provider, and 40 
addi onal units were purchased 
together with a coopera on 
partner for this event. “The ZENIT 
W600‐D closes the gap in the 
conversion from powerful HQI 
floodlights to LED luminaires in the 
white light range.” 

A er working out what levels of 
brightness would be required for the 
sports field, btl specified the number of 
white light floodlights needed and 
installed the 80 ZENIT W600‐D lights on 
the flown trusses above the spectator 
stands in the PSD BANK DOME. The 
result impressed both the organizers 
and btl: “The ZENIT W600‐D completely 
fulfils the purpose of pure white light 
illumina on. And we also have to give a 
par cular men on to its impressively 
high output power!” In the future, btl 
sees the ZENIT W600‐D primarily at 
home in the trade fair business. “In 
addi on to further spor ng events, it 
will be able to show its strengths in 
par cular for the illumina on of large 
stands and objects, for example 
machines and vehicles. However, due 
to its IP65 classifica on, it is of course 
also suitable for any outdoor 
requirement.” 
 
www.cameolight.com 

www.adamhall.com 

www.btl‐x.com 
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ZENIT W600‐D at ISTAF INDOOR Düsseldorf 2022  



Bristol‐based, Enlightened, one of the 
largest event suppliers in the south 
west of the UK, has recently invested in 
a stock of Ayrton Perseo Profile IP65‐
rated fixtures to service its busy events 
schedule. Enlightened specialises in full 
produc on services, supported dry hire, 
design, and delivery of permanent 
installa ons, as well as sales, skilled 
repairs and maintenance to a diverse 
range of clients and venues.  
“Corporate and private par es and 
events, large outdoor events in winter, 
fes vals in the summer, installa on, 
sales ‐ basically, we do everything for 
everyone!” says Head of Hire and 
Produc on, Dave Thorpe. “Bristol is a 
good hub for small to medium 
companies to which, along with many 
small companies and theatres all over 
the country, we cross hire equipment.  
We therefore make a point of only 
inves ng in the very latest in top quality 
entertainment technology.” 

Enlightened’s diverse fields of opera on 
demanded a fixture that could also do 
‘everything for everyone’. “When we 
make new investments we look for a 
product that will fit into at least two 
markets,” explains Thorpe, “and that is 
exactly what happened with Perseo. On 
the one hand, it is a waterproof fixture 
but equally capable of working in a 
theatre environment; I also know that it 
will fit into any rock and roll or fes val 
stage that we will do in the summer, 
and will happily sit outside at one of the 
large scale events we supply for the 
winter. We have a regular client in 
Scotland who will have a consignment 
of Perseo in opera on from mid‐
October to January and I know the 
fixture will be fine. The lights are 
brilliant!”  
 
Enlightened purchased the Perseo 
Profiles from Ayrton’s exclusive UK 
distributor, Ambersphere Solu ons.  

“We have had a great rela onship with 
Ambersphere for years and they always 
provide an excellent, reliable and 
honest service,” says Thorpe. “Perseo 
may be slightly more expensive, but for 
a li le bit extra you get a whole lot 
more. The pricing of them is sensible 
across the country and that, combined 
with their popularity, means we will 
have a swi  return on our investment. 
 
www.ayrton.eu 
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Left to right: Simon Marcus, 
Enlightened Managing Director 
and Dave Thorpe, Head of Hire 

and Production 



Cardiff, Wales‐based rental and 
technical produc on specialist Stage 
Ligh ng Services have added to their 
exis ng all‐Robe moving light inventory 
with a new investment in Robe 
ESPRITES which join the rental fleet.  
 
These are the first Robe LED profile / 
shu er fixtures for the company which 
delivers a diverse and interes ng range 
of work encompassing professional and 
semi‐pro theatrical produc ons, 
corporate shows and brand ac va ons, 
music and live performance shows and 
events. Owned by Phil Hurley, together 
with sister company Stage Sound 
Services, Stage Ligh ng Services has a 
heritage of over 30 years’ experience 
and excellence, in which me it has 
built a great reputa on in the industry.  
 
The last few months have seen a steady 
increase in work and business as shows 
and events start to return post‐
pandemic. With all the signs being so 
posi ve, Phil and the team, including 
head of hire & sales, Sco  Bainbridge, 
thought the me was right for some 
new investment! 

With clients frequently asking for LED 
profiles with good framing shu ers, 
par cularly for the theatre and 
corporate work, this was where they 
focused for this specific purchase. The 
great exis ng rela onship with Robe UK 
– da ng back approximately 16 years – 
and success Stage Ligh ng Services has 
enjoyed with products over this me 
made the ESPRITE an immediate front 
runner. However, Phil, Sco  and the 
team also took the opportunity to 
evaluate and extensively test a range of 
other similar class products available on 
the market. They arranged several 
shootouts at the Wales Millennium 
Centre (WMC), and concluded that they 
were “very happy” to stay with Robe as 
the ESPRITES performed “spectacularly” 
against the compe on explained Phil. 
This plus the excellent support “fully 
reconfirmed that we have made ‐ and 
con nue to make ‐ the right choice of 
moving light brand.”  
 
Robe’s TRANSFERABLE ENGINE (TE) 
technology played an important role in 
the decision making to go with 
ESPRITES. 

TE is a hugely flexible patented concept 
offering the op on of having different 
and interchangeable LED engines – high 
powered, high CRI, ‘tungsten’, etc., – in 
the same fixture hardware, which can 
be quickly and painlessly changed / 
‘transferred’ in around 5 to 7 minutes. 
“This adaptability really boosts the ROI 
of the units,” stated Phil. “The fact that 
we can purchase new and different 
engines related to the project needs or 
client demand is a great asset. We have 
a wide customer base and need to 
op mize our stock at every 
opportunity, so this technology is ideal 
and really adds value!”  
 
Stage Ligh ng Services has steadily 
expanded and updated its Robe stock 
to ensure that the latest and most 
appropriate fixtures are available. The 
Robe journey started with the 250 / 
300 Series products in the late‐
nough es, and con nued with Robe’s 
then next‐gen LEDWash 600, followed 
by LEDBeam 100s, Spikies, Spiiders and 
LEDBeam 150s.  
 
www.robe.cz 
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Phil Hurley (left) and 
Scott Bainbridge (right) 
with some of the new 

ESPRITES 



The Auditorium de Palma de Mallorca  
is a mul func onal building that 
accommodates theatre, opera, ballet, 
musicals and concerts, welcoming 
around 100,000 total visitors annually 
to its large, 1,700‐seater hall. Emula ng 
its great inspira on, the Royal Fes val 
Hall in London, the hall is designed in 
such a way that the stage is op mally 
visible from all seats. This makes for 
ideal condi ons for the theatre’s latest 
investment: Cameo spotlights from the 
ZENIT and OPUS Series for use in the 
hall, as well as for the exterior ligh ng 
of the building.  
 
Four ZENIT W600 outdoor LED wash 
lights are currently ligh ng the 
theatre’s main facade. Three further 
units are to be added in the future for 
the side facade. In the hall itself, 12 
ZENIT W600 wash lights (which feature 
interchangeable lenses) are used on the 
cyclorama screen at the rear of the  

stage. In addi on, 16 Cameo OPUS  
Spot Moving Heads are used to provide 
flexible stage ligh ng. The setup is 
completed by seven Cameo OPUS SP5 
Profile Moving Heads, which provide the 
front ligh ng from a ligh ng bridge 30 
metres away.  
 
“The Cameo spotlights are becoming 
increasingly popular and o en appear in 
riders,” confirms Marc Ferragut, 
Director of the Auditorium de Palma de 
Mallorca. “We tested several models 
from different manufacturers in 
advance. Cameo is unbeatable in its 
class, including in terms of support from 
Cameo and the Adam Hall Group.”  
 
The Auditorium de Palma de Mallorca is 
planning to invest in other Cameo 
solu ons in the future, in par cular in 
the F1 FC Fresnel spotlights. In addi on,  
Cameo F2 FC, OPUS W5 Wash Moving 
Heads, OPUS H5 and the ZENIT W300  
 

and PIXBAR 600 PRO IP65 models are 
soon to be installed in the adjoining 
300‐seat “Sala Mozart”. 
 
www.auditoriumpalma.koobin.com 

www.cameolight.com 

www.adamhall.com 
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Cameo products are currently in use at the  
Auditorium de Palma de Mallorca:  
16 x Cameo ZENIT W600 Outdoor LED Wash Light  
16 x Cameo OPUS S5 Spot Moving Head  
7 x Cameo OPUS SP5 Profile Moving Head 



Almost 1,000 GLP ligh ng fixtures  
‐ a near record in terms of brand 
deployment – were called on when  
the 2021 Valorant Champions esports 
tournament reached its conclusion in 
Berlin. Organised by the video game 
developer Riot Games, 16 teams from 
around the world competed for the 
honour of champions.  
 
Ligh ng director Michael Straun had 
been brought in by Swedish produc on 
designer Tobias Rylander and was 
working on the event for the first me. 
Fixtures from right across the GLP 
por olio were deployed, including FR10 
Bars, Fusion S ck FS20s, X4 Bar 10s and 
Bar 20s, and JDC1 hybrid strobes, with 
PRG Germany sourcing this vast 
inventory. Working alongside crea ve 
producer JB Blot, Tobias Rylander 
brought all his experience to bear, 
working across all se ngs, while 
Michael Straun was tasked with 
fulfilling the role of crea ve ligh ng 
director and programmer. Meanwhile, 
American collec ve 22 Degrees was 
brought in to conceive the broadcast 
ligh ng, Will Gosse  as designer and 
Mark Humphrey and Chris Herman as 
programmers.  

Straun revealed that it was the first me 
he had lit an audience‐free live show 
purely for broadcast. “We used a lot of 
concert techniques and focused heavily 
on keylight and the scenic ligh ng 
balance rather than op mise it for 
camera only,” he explains. “We added 
depth by using different colours in the 
keylight. For example, for broadcast you 
would normally run X4 Bars at a lower 
level than at a concert, but with the 22 
Degrees team we worked hard to push 
the levels, finding a balance between 
intensity and shading. This meant that 
the light curtains could be seen clearly 
on camera. “We ran everything in full‐
pixel mode, with individual control of 
each cell, and with the Fusion Bars we 
made sure we had the highest 
resolu on possible for dimming 
purposes.” 
 
In total, 930 GLP fixtures were provided 
for deployment across the three venues, 
Michael Straun con nues: “For the 
knock‐outs we had 108 X4 Bar 10 and 
14 of the JDC1s – everyone’s favourite 
strobe.” He added that his experience 
when touring the X4 Bars had always 
been nothing less than brilliant – borne 
out  

by the fact that the team specified no  
fewer than 544 of the fixtures at the 
Ver  Music Hall, mostly set on angled 
trusses, he says: “Tobias designed these 
angles carefully so we ended up with 
massive monolithic trusses.” In 
addi on, 60 of the shorter X4 Bar 10 
ba ens lined the runway along with 14 
JDC1s. “We also used 90 FUSION S ck 
FS20 on the floor,” he con nues, 
“because they were a good non‐moving 
solu on that we could focus manually 
on the ground and just leave in one set 
posi on.”  
 
But in some respects, one of cleverest 
deployments was outside on the platz, 
where 96 impression FR10 ba ens 
really showed their merit. “Tobias  
and I are both big fans of the FR10 and 
designers generally love this linear  
light curtain,” he enthuses. “It is an 
evolu on of the X4 Bar 20 and is great 
for a bit more punch outdoors when 
you are up against LED screens. Here, 
they managed to shoot through [the 
screens] with no problem, and on top 
of that we could also create ‘rooves’ 
above the stage.” 
 

glp.de 

www.avltimes.com 
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Nearly 1,000 GLP fixtures on duty  
at Valorant Champions esports final 



Blue Array Produc ons, a professional 
rental and produc on company, has 
invested in two FENIX Stage Hercules 8 
front‐loading li ing towers supplied by 
DWR Distribu on. The units were put to 
work for the very first me at Liefde by 
die Dam, a fes val a rac ng 8 000 
revellers and held recently at 
Emmaren a Dam in Johannesburg, 
where Blue Array supplied the audio 
solu on.  
 
“We ini ally tried out the smaller AT‐
906 FENIX towers, only to find that we 
had some weight limita ons which 
forced us to go for the bigger towers,” 
explained Nathan Thiart, senior sound 
engineer at Blue Array. “It was a happy 
coincidence because we definitely had 
a need for something of this stature.” 
Blue Array specialise in audio and 
always outsourced the structures and 
scaffolding needed for the PA or delay 
towers. Nathan had recently seen a few 
write‐ups on the FENIX range and  

presented the solu on to Kobus van 
Rensburg, owner of the company. 
“Stacking a PA is fine when doing an 
event for a smaller audience, but when 
it comes to coverage, the audio does 
start thinning out towards the back and 
it’s here, when flying a PA, that you can 
address the problem and u lise the line 
array.”  
 
The Fenix towers are less conspicuous 
when it comes to events. “Pu ng up 
the water ballasts and towers, o en 
clad in black, are not a rac ve,” said 
Nathan. “There are mes when clients 
feel you are taking away from the image 
they hope to create or blocking the 
stage view. At Liefde by die Dam the 
lawns are raked, and when someone is 
seated 80 +m away from the stage, they 
have quite a small view of the stage.” 
When you add obtrusive towers, it 
becomes problema c, and with this in 
mind, Kobus started talking to DWR 
Distribu on.  

 
 
The units were delivered by Jaco 
Beukes of DWR Distribu on who gave a 
short training session followed by a 
tutorial video to demonstrate the set‐
up. “It was super quick and where any 
other tower structure would take days 
to figure out, this took 15 minutes, 
“said Nathan. 
 
dwrdistribu on.co.za 
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Reotshepile Tlhowe and Nathan Thiart  
with the new Fenix Hercules 8 

Blue Array supplied  
the audio solution at  
Liefde by die Dam.  

Photo shows the Fenix 
Hercules 8 at the festival 



 
The buzz and dazzle of the industry’s 
own ‘Gig of the year’ – the 2022 Total 
Produc on Interna onal (TPi) Awards  
made a spectacular return to London’s 
Ba ersea Evolu on venue a er two 
years absence due to the pandemic.  
 
Robe was proud to be the ligh ng 
sponsor again.   
 
The very latest Robe moving lights were 
used by ligh ng designer Nathan Wan 
and associate LD Andy Webb to deliver 
an extravaganza of visuality and 
imagina on, who took the defini ve 
lines of the art deco theme, neon‐esque 
2022 logo design plus other graphic 
collateral as their aesthe c star ng 
points for the ligh ng.  
 
The ligh ng design also had to work 
with substan al amounts of LED video 
screen in the room, including a 4.2‐
metre‐wide centre surface and two 
11.5‐metre‐wide side screens. The Main 
Room ligh ng featured a glamorous  

 
Deco visual style based on the precision 
of geometric art deco forms complete 
with sumptuous colours, which Nathan 
described as “both great fun as well as a 
huge challenge” to design within the 

ght meframe. A key objec ve of the 
ligh ng design, with all that LED screen 
concentrated in the stage area, was to 
increase the depth, three‐
dimensionality, and spa ality of the 
room. 
 
Robe’s new PAINTE fixture – just 
launched at Prolight+Sound last month 
– took centre stage quite literally with a 
5x5 grid of 25 fixtures rigged above the 
stage reinforcing the geometric 
approach. This enabled numerous 
dis nc ve shapes and pa erns to be 
created with the light sources.  
 
Complemen ng these above‐stage 
fixtures and producing many breath‐
taking WOW moments shoo ng into the 
audience, etc., the screens were also 
framed by 14 x PAINTEs each side.  

 
Robe’s new 360‐degree rota ng TetraX 
LED ba ens were deployed for ver cal 
bookending of the side screens, 
working in perfect unison with the  
PAINTEs.  
 
The main room and sea ng / dining 
area was lit with 28 x Robe FORTES 
fi ed with Robe’s HCF (high colour 
fidelity) TRANSFERABLE ENGINE. 
 
FORTE is the Czech Republic‐based 
manufacturer’s current next genera on 
high power LED fixture, and it was a 
tribute to the brightness and versa lity 
of this fixture that these more than 
covered this massive area and all the 
general and show ligh ng elements of 
the Awards, with a variety of fabulous 
room looks involving a megamix of 
colour, texturing, and ‘dappling’. 
 
The FORTES were hung on five 
overhead trusses with the wash 
elements, 40 x LEDBeam 350s, another 
moving light launched within the last  
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Robe Team: back row left to right: Toby 
Nanson, Niamh Keenan, James Taylor, 
Alfie Turner, Thomas Taylor – all Robe 
NRG students. Centre row, left to right 
is Nathan Wan, Tomas Kohout, Jordan 

Tinniswood and Andy Webb (Robe 
Creative Team) and in the front is  

NRG student Olivia Charnaux 



year by Robe, which has already been 
very popular, together with 32 x 
Tetra2s.  
 
Key ligh ng for the award presenta ons 
was delivered by three Robe T1 Profiles, 
and four BMFL FollowSpots were 
posi oned on the room trusses and 
remote operated via four RoboSpot 
systems with the BaseSta ons located 
at FOH.  
 
Robe’s crea ve team programmed the 
light show on an Avolites D9 console 
a er the get in on the day before. The 
28 x DMX universes also included 
around 700 pixels – with some of the 
Tetras and LEDBeam 350s selected to 
run in pixel mode for addi onal 
dynamics.  
 
The Recep on / Foyer / Bar area was  
lit with 20 x Robe CUETES – another 
brand‐new TE technology product 
launched at Frankfurt in April together 
with 20 x LEDBeam 150s, and the 
objec ve here was to create a cool, 
lively atmosphere and vibe for pre‐
dinner mingling, for which these  

fixtures were a perfect choice. These 
were rigged on the house trusses  
above the bar.  
 
The Robe ligh ng crew on the night 
included Olivia Charnaux who ran the 
Main Room console and Tom Taylor 
who operated the Avo Tiger Touch II 
console in the bar, and four Robe NRG 
students who operated the RoboSpot 
systems.  
 
In addi on to suppor ng the show, 
Robe’s UK and Interna onal teams and 
their guests enjoyed a fantas c evening, 
with Robe again sponsoring the ‘Ligh ng 
Designer of the Year’ Award. This was 
presented by CEO Josef Valchar and 
won by Tom Campbell of MIRRAD, 
who’s recent work includes ligh ng 
TesserracT, 30 Seconds to Mars, Skunk 
Anansie, Arlo Parks and Kreator. 
 
Robe UK’s head of Marke ng Theresa 
Gibson concluded, “It was fantas c to 
support the TPi Awards again and 
celebrate the industry’s latest 
achievements recognising incredible 
talent and crea vity. A night full of fun,  

jubila on, and unity re‐living the 
passion and excitement of live shows, 
whilst having the opportunity to 
reconnect with industry friends and 
colleagues!”   
 

www.robe.cz 
Photos © Lindsay Cave 
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Robe CEO Josef Valchar (left) 
with 2022 Lighting Designer of  
the Year winner Tom Campbell  

and presenter Suzi Ruffell 



A er two years, ROE Visual finally 
returned to the InfoComm Show this 
June. Historically, the show provides 
the opportunity for visitors to 
experience the latest techniques and 
innova ons in comprehensive 
audiovisual solu ons. Exhibitors range 
from affiliate providers to key players in 
the AV space, making the show a 
memorable one for all. Delighted to be 
back at InfoComm 2022, ROE Visual 
created a striking booth design that 
showcased various applica ons and LED 
series. The large wall at the back was 
composed of 250+ film‐grade Black 
Pearl BP2V2 panels, which 
demonstrated both the brilliant 
performance of the product and 
possibili es in virtual produc on. The 
newly‐launched rental products, 
Graphite and Carbon MarkII, were set 
on both sides, offering a lightweight, 
yet solid solu on. In addi on, the wall 
presented all of ROE’s fixed installa on 
products like the newly‐launched  
Opal series.  
 
Accoun ng for all of the LED products 
presented, the ROE Visual booth 
enabled a endees to quickly find 
various LED solu ons, ranging from  
 
 

virtual produc on solu ons to rental 
products for touring and events. During 
its three‐day run, the booth received 
many compliments and interest for its 
innova ve LED panels and stunning 
visual effects.  
 
“A er a long wait, it was rewarding that 
the ROE Visual team was back on the 
show floor reconnec ng with our 
friends at InfoComm 2022. This year, 
our team built a fantas c setup with  
 

an impressive LED wall that 
complemented our newest innova ons: 
Opal, Graphite, and Carbon MarkII. We 
received lots of posi ve feedback and 
fully appreciate the interest from 
a endees.” states Frank Montero, 
Managing Director for ROE Visual US, 
“We are looking forward to seeing their 
amazing use in coming projects.” 
 

www.roevisual.com 

www.avltimes.com 
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at InfoComm 2022 

Products Featured  
at InfoComm 2022:  
 Opal LED Platform  
 Graphite  
 Carbon MKII  
 Black Pearl BP2V2  
 Black Marble BM4 



Ligh ng designer and founding partner 
of Woodroffe Basse  Designs, Adam 
Basse , specified a wealth of IP65‐rated 
Ayrton fixtures for the entertainment 
ligh ng rig for EXPO 2020 Dubai’s 
central venue, the Al Wasl dome. The 
rig included 182 Ayrton Perseo S 
profiles, 116 Ayrton Domino S profiles 
and 16 Ayrton Huracán LT long throw 
profiles. Due to the inhospitable 
condi ons of summer in the desert, 
fixture selec on for the iconic venue 
was a subject of careful considera on. 
“Choosing fixtures that were both 
capable of withstanding the harsh 
environment that they would be 
required to operate in as well as 
delivering the high output and 
extensive feature set was our goal 
when examining the fixture op ons 
available,” says Basse . “Among others, 
we chose a range of Ayrton products 
(Domino‐S & Perseo‐S) which 
confidently matched up to these  
 
 

demands. Addi onally, we selected  
the Huracán LT fixture as one of the 
automated follow‐spot sources working 
in conjunc on with the Follow‐Me 
system. The Ayrton fixtures proved  
a reliable and effec ve workhorse 
throughout.” All the Ayrton fixtures 
specified by WBD are IP65 rated and 
have a reputa on for reliability which 
was invaluable, given the limited 
amount of me and access for 
maintenance. “Despite these condi ons, 
there were hardly any failings in the 
Ayrton fixtures,” said Senior Ligh ng 
Programmer, Chris Lose. “The Perseo in 
par cular was rock solid.” The Ayrton 
fixtures were rigged in all of the major 
ligh ng posi ons. Beneath each of the 
forty‐two projec on pods located 
around the circumference of the  
dome’s trellis were 4 Ayrton Perseo S 
profile fixtures (total 168) and 2 Ayrton 
Domino S (total 84), all in sand coloured 
skins.  

These were used to light the central 
stage, garden areas and the wider 
concourse. Four masts and four RMU 
posi ons within the garden were each 
hung with 4 Domino S profile fixtures 
(32 in total) which were used for stage 
and area washes from within the 
garden area. These also carried a total 
of 16 Ayrton Huracán LT long throw 
profile fixtures which acted as follow 
spots in conjunc on with a Follow‐Me 
tracking system. The mast and RMU 
Domino S and Huracán LT were also 
coated in sand coloured skins. The only 
black Ayrton fixtures were 14 Perseo S 
profile units, located on the central 
audio truss 10m above the main stage, 
and the only fixtures to provide 
overhead stage ligh ng. 
 
www.ayrton.eu 

www.woodroffebasse .com 
 

Photos © Ralph Larmann 
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Bri sh indie rockers alt‐J unveiled their 
new tour in support of their latest 
studio album, The Dream. Crea ve 
collec ve FragmentNine, was again 
tasked with the show’s scenography – 
abandoning the ‘volumetric video’ 
ingenuity of 2017’s Relaxer. This me 
they adopted a completely different 
direc on, in coopera on with the 
band’s long‐ me manager Stephen 
Taverner, according to FragmentNine 
(F9) co‐founder Jackson Gallagher. 
What both tours have in common is 
heavy use of GLP’s own award‐winning 
X4 Bar 20s – this me accompanied by 
quan es of JDC1 hybrid strobes – but 
this me in an en rely different 
applica on. “X4 Bars are real 
workhorses – these and the JDCs are 
regular go‐tos for us,” confirms 
Gallagher. However, Taverner had 
imagined a more delicate and airy 
performance than the 2017 confec on. 
And so wrapped in over 1,500 square 
feet of holographic projec on fabric, 
the band performs inside a box that 
transports them through many 
different worlds throughout the 
evening. This has been implemented by 
F9’s Gallagher and co‐founder Jeremy  

 
Lechterman, along with F9 vice‐principal 
Michael Hankowsky, in response to 
Stephen Taverner’s brief. From a video 
perspec ve, once they had sourced the 
most suitable fabric – Hologauze‐50 – 
they opted for front and rear projec on 
in preference to LED to create the 
holograms proposed by Taverner. 
Instead, the role of LED was relegated to 
a conven onal videowall behind the 
cube, following projec on tests at 
Upstaging, the ligh ng and video 
vendors for the tour. 
 
Although there are li le over 100 GLP 
X4 Bar 20 and JDC1 taking on most of 
the workload, their importance cannot 
be overstated. Other than a few effects 
contained within the box, the GLP 
pieces are entrusted with holding their 
own to complement the main 
holographic box. “Although there is a lot 
less ligh ng than on the previous tour, 
the show s ll has a sizable package 
capable of high impact,” says Gallagher.  
In terms of structures, there are two 
horseshoe‐shaped goalposts – one 
upstage, one downstage – all lined with 
X4 Bar 20s, run in single‐pixel (88‐
channel) mode – with JDCs on the sides  
 

 
of both goalposts. There is a further 
grid of JDC1 situated behind the LED 
wall. “And these really punch through,” 
comments Jackson Gallagher. Michael 
Hankowsky adds that everything is run 
in single‐pixel mode and notes the 
versa lity and addi onal func onality 
offered by ac va ng the different plate 
sec ons of the JDC1. These are also 
used as eye candy and as a twinkly 
effect from the LED wall at the rear. As 
for the X4 ba ens, in addi on to simply 
edging the cube, they are being put to 
more crea ve use. “In a couple of 
songs, we take a sec on and put them 
into diagonals and use them as FX, 
whereas for the song ‘Ma lda’, we use 
the Bars for backlight instead of eye 
candy,” he explains.  
 
The core of the control package is again 
provided by regular collaborators 
Liteup Events, with co‐founder Mark 
Callaghan repea ng his du es as crew 
chief. The touring ligh ng operator is 
Dave Singleton. 
 

glp.de 
 

Photo © Matt Bishop 
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DWR Distribu on is pleased to announce the addi on of 
Stuart Andrews to take on the posi on of projects and 
opera ons manager. “I’m so posi ve and happy to be back in 
South Africa and at DWR,” said Stuart, who has lived in 
Rwanda and Dubai for well over a year since the Covid‐19 
pandemic. “I think this move had been on the cards for some 

me, to be honest. I had wanted to change out of the rental 
and produc on side of the industry for some me now, and 
I’ve always been close to the people at DWR; a company 
respected within the industry and one with extremely high 
standards in terms of service delivery and client focus.” 
Duncan Riley of DWR Distribu on is pleased to have Stuart on 
board, apprecia ng his good nature and exper se to help 
streamline the company’s opera ons. “Stuart and I have 
always had a professional rela onship and have remained 

friends over the years, through thick and thin, whether Gearhouse purchased gear from us or our compe tors,” smiles 
Duncan. “I've always liked and respected Stuart, and it's really great to welcome him to the team.” For Stuart the last few 
years have been a process building up to this moment. “As much as we hated what Covid‐19 did and the way governments 
across the world chose to deal with our industry, it also shook many people, myself included, and changed our perspec ve of 
what was important. It made me realize that no job is sacred, no posi on is guaranteed, and you need to be versa le, agile, 
and open to new things. I am happy to step out of my comfort zone with new roles and new challenges because I feel a lot 
more confident. Obviously, during the pandemic, everyone felt worthless when we lost our jobs, cars, homes and our 
livelihoods. We wondered why we had followed this career for 25 years to just become a 'throw away' industry with no value 
and no support globally." But it’s a new day and there is excitement in the air. "The industry is ge ng back on its feet again, 
it’s needed once more, and it's posi ve to see people working,” says Stuart.  dwrdistribu on.co.za 

This year's Integrated Systems Europe trade fair 
proved to be a busy affair for the Chromateq crew. 
Conveniently located three hours by car from our 
Montpellier HQ, the 2022 edi on of ISE provided an 
opportunity to demo the latest addi ons to 
Chromateq's expanding range of Ethernet‐enabled 
ligh ng control devices. Both the recently updated 
CQSA‐E and newly launched DIN‐E offer the 
convenience of remote project management over  
the Internet using Chromateq's WEB Remote service 
that comes free‐of‐charge with no subscrip on fees 
for registered users of the Wi‐Light 2 app. With the 
addi on of an RJ45 Ethernet port, the new CLUB‐E 
represents Chromateq's next genera on of live  
DMX / Artnet / sACN control that opens these  
new possibili es:  
 Scalable live control systems with up to 128 

networked CLUB‐E controllers  
 Easy wireless LAN control via WiFi routers with the Wi‐Light 2 app  
 2‐port NODE that offers Art‐Net/sACN‐to‐DMX decoding in a single device  
Spor ng a new stackable interlocking housing, the CLUB‐E con nues to offer the versa lity of the CLUB series,  
with 1024 channels of stand alone control, useful DMX Split / Trigger / Record features, and access to 30 minutes  
of mul media meline synchroniza on. 
chromateq.eu 

Chromateq has a busy affair at ISE Barcelona 

DWR welcomes Stuart Andrews 
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Hard rock band Shinedown has just 
wrapped its biggest stage show to date 
on, “The Revolu on’s Live Tour,” 
already their second headlining North 
American trek of the year. Ligh ng 
design was by Mitchell Schellenger with 
Carter Fulghum out on the tour 
direc ng a rig that included effects 
from Ela on Professional SEVEN Ba en 
72™ linear LED lights. Ligh ng supply 
was by Bandit Lites. 
 
SEVEN Ba en shapes 
The six‐foot‐long SEVEN Ba en 72  
strip lights lined 20‐  sec ons of 
automated truss that moved into 
various configura ons throughout the 
show. As the truss angled into different 
posi ons, kine c lines of light moved  
to form varying shapes and different 
looks, which Fulghum says made for a 
great effect. “One of my favorite looks  

was something we called X Wing,” he 
explains, “where some of the trusses 
angled up while others angled down. 
The effect was to create a look that 
mimicked the form of an X‐Wing 
Starfighter from Star Wars. It was a 
great look and one of many.” 
 
Custom effects 
The SEVEN Ba ens were used to help 
set the mood throughout the en re 
show, including interludes between 
songs when they were used as audience 
lights. Although known for their hard 
driving numbers, the band achieves a 
variety of sounds and plays a number  
of slower ballads as well.  
 
“It runs the gambit and therefore we 
needed a flexible light that could 
adapt,” Fulghum says, explaining that 
they used the color‐changing linear  

effects for strobe looks, chases and 
hits, glow looks and accents. They even 
accessed the fixture’s 10 zones to 
create big or small squares of ever‐
changing light. “We got a lot of use out 
of them for sure. We custom made all 
the effects and with the 
RGBAW+Lime+UV engine there was 
lots of color choice.” 
 
Other Seven Ba en fixtures were used 
from a ver cal truss posi on behind a 
video wall to light band members from 
the back while a pair of units placed 
under grated staging on the downstage 
shined up to light the band from below. 
 
Bandit 
Bandit has counted Shinedown as part 
of the Bandit family ever since Bandit 
owner Michael Strickland heard the 
album “Leave a Whisper” in 2003.  

www.avltimes.com 
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Ela on SEVEN Ba en™ and Bandit Lites 



 

Fulghum has been working with Bandit 
for years and says the advice and 
support he gets is first rate. “Over the 
years, Client Rep Brent Barre , Jake 
Tickle (tour support) and owner Michael 
Strickland have been very ac ve with 
advice and have always been very 
suppor ve.” 
 
The Shinedown rig is now heading back 
to the Bandit facility in Nashville where 
it will be revamped – s ll with Seven 
Ba ens – before heading to Daytona  

Beach later in May for Welcome  
To Rockville 2022 where the band  
headlines May 21 alongside Guns N’ 
Roses and Rise Against. Shinedown 
then head to Europe for a string of 
fes val shows in June before returning 
to the States for more shows in July. 
 
 
 
www.ela onligh ng.com 

 

Photos © Sanjay Parikh 
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A large complement of Claypaky’s 
Sharpy Plus hybrid beam lights and 
spotlights were certainly something 
to cheer about when Richmond‐
based Lite‐Tek Entertainment 
deployed them on the “Spirit Sports 
Ul mate Ba le” cheerleading 
compe on, March 25. Lite‐Tek, 
which offers ligh ng design, 
produc on, rentals and logis cs,  
was the first company in the US to 
take delivery of Claypaky’s Sharpy 
Plus, and the fixtures have been busy 
ever since. Lite‐Tek Founder Darren 
Lewis designed the rig, acted as 
produc on manager and served as 
co‐designer with programmer John 
Adamo for “Ul mate Ba le.” Lewis 
points out that Sharpy Plus acted as 
the rig’s primary spot and beam fixtures with eight of them mounted on each of four 40‐foot truss fingers over the stage.  
“Sharpy Plus is one of the best hybrids I’ve ever worked with: They do a good job as a spot and can come down small to be  
a really good beam,” he notes. 
claypaky.com 

Paul Normandale designed the set and ligh ng for  
St Vincent’s most recent Daddy’s Home tour. Right  
at the core of the touring ligh ng system were 19 x 
Astera Titan Tubes. These were fully maximised as 
scenic, prac cal and effects light sources for the floor 
ligh ng rig which was based around a 16  diameter 
revolve stage built by All Access. This touring ligh ng 
/ set package was installed underneath the top 
ligh ng at each venue and facilitated the fluid 
drama c theatrical style scene changes and 
backdrops suppor ng the show’s dynamics and 
narra ve. Running fully wirelessly, 13 of the Titan 
Tubes were a perfect solu on for a light source on 
the back wall of the motorised revolve set piece. 
A ached at jaunty angles to the wall with a series  
of spring‐clips for quick and easy rigging, the Titan 
Tubes worked as both a solid back light fixture on one side and as blow‐through in conjunc on with a semi‐transparent cloth 
on the revolve wall which spun around 180 degrees to create a complete cityscape. The remainder of the Titan Tubes were 
posi oned on the floor along both sides of the revolve wall to provide up ligh ng for the background vocalists. Paul’s UK‐
based ligh ng rental company, Lite Alterna ve, owns Titan Tubes and Astera AX3 LightDrops, and he has been using products 
on different shows and events for some me. “The quality of the light is excellent, and they are extremely well packaged, so 
you have everything you need to hand.” Opera ng lights on the St Vincent tour was LA‐based ligh ng specialist Tess Falcone. 
astera‐led.com  Photo © Steve Jennings 

Astera Titan Tubes provide scenic solu on  
for St Vincent tour 

Lite‐Tek selects Claypaky Sharpy Plus for  
the “Spirit Sports Ul mate Ba le” 
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The Church Unlimited branch in 
Mbombela, South Africa, is an 
independent church driven to be Jesus’ 
hands and feet in the community.  
 
The church recently expanded its 
building to a capacity of  1,100 people 
and the upgrade included an L‐
Acous cs A15i system, a DiGiCo S21 
audio console,  KLANG:kontrollers, 
KLANG:vocal, an Absen DW2 2.9mm 
LED screen and ligh ng to complement 
their exis ng stock, all supplied and 
installed by  
DWR Distribu on.  
 
Kyle Nel of AVS Hire was appointed 
consultant for the project, working 
closely with the church’s project 
manager, Louis Nel. He already had a 
rela onship with the church, his rental 
company regularly supplying a sound 
technician or gear for church services. 
“Involved at the church in various ways  

over the last few years, either behind or 
in front of the sound desk, I had direct  
insight into the challenges that had to 
be eliminated,” said Kyle. “The main 
focus was ge ng the venue to sound 
good from any listening posi on.” 
 
“Robert Izze  and I went for a site  
visit at the end of last year a er 
receiving the basic brief,” explained 
Richard Smith of DWR, who was Project 
Manager and Audio System Designer  
for the installa on. “We always like to 
verify rigging, power and so on before 
doing a final quote. The brief was for 
basic ligh ng, audio consis ng of a PA, 
cabling infrastructure, a mixing console 
and personal monitoring system, and 
lastly an LED screen. Our main contact 
was Louis Nel, the project manager for 
the en re project and a full‐ me elder 
in the church, and I think on a personal 
note, this was probably one of the 
easiest clients I’ve ever had the  
 

pleasure of working with, making the 
job so much easier.” 
 
The new audio system comprises an  
L‐Acous cs A15i system consis ng of 
four hangs of two A15i Focus and an 
A15i Wide each. Six KS21i 21‐inch 
subwoofers are evenly distributed in 
front of the stage. This is all powered 
by one LA12X and two LA4X amplified 
controllers.  
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Absen, L‐Acous cs, and DiGiCo provide  
a clear message at Church Unlimited 
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The console is a DiGiCo S21 
worksurface with a D2‐Rack. “We 
installed a MOD‐DMI‐Dante2 Dante 
Card into the console for integra on 
with the KLANG Personal Monitoring 
system, and other possible Dante 
devices,” said Richard. “The Personal 
Monitoring System consists of a 
KLANG:vokaal processor, and six 
KLANG:kontrollers for the main band 
members. The church already owned 
six wireless in‐ear systems, and these 
were fed by the console, and controlled 
wirelessly via the KLANG App.”  
 
Adds Kyle, “The response from our 
musicians is that KLANG is 
revolu onary. The ambient mics are 
such a great complement, and with the 
immersive audio posi oning that is 
possible with the system, the band 
members are ge ng more involved in 
the purpose than the process. They can 
focus on their art ‐ not on their monitor 
sound.” 

Kyle also wanted a neat and easy way 
for the church band to plug their 
instruments into the system. “We used 
a box designed by DWR Distribu on’s 
manufacturing department to create a 
system of 13 Stage Dip Boxes to plug in 
instruments or KLANG:kontrollers 
anywhere onstage, without having long 
cabling running over the stage crea ng 
a mess,” said Richard. 
 
The new Absen DW2 2.9mm indoor LED 
screen (5m x 3m), driven by a Novastar 
VX4S Screen Processor, is being used as 
the main media screen at the centre of 
the stage, with the church’s exis ng 
screens, which make use of a projector,  

posi oned on either side. The install 
includes a new cabling infrastructure 
and DWR’s Bugs 32A 3‐Phase Distro. 
“Keith Pugin and the team did an 
amazing job manufacturing ten custom 
brackets to hang the screen off the 
main H‐beam,” explained Richard.  
 
“The vivid and clear screen greatly 
enhances the media presenta on 
during our services,’ added Louis Nel. 
“The feedback from our church 
members has been posi ve and it 
produced a ‘wow’ factor the first me 
they saw it. The screen is easy to 
operate and presently runs at around 
20% brightness level.” To reach out to 
the youth, the church now also use 
their screen for a few movie nights! 
 
The ligh ng request was 
straigh orward. The church already 
had some Longman fixtures used as 
stage washes. DWR added two ligh ng 
bars to the church’s exis ng bar and 
supplied  a further 12 Longman F8UP 
(45 degree), four Longman F4UP (25 
degree) and new cabling infrastructure.  
 
“Working with Kyle Nel and the team 
from DWR Distribu on has been a 
pleasant experience,” said Louis Nel.  
“I was impressed with the 
professionalism of Richard and his team 
and would recommend DWR any me.” 
 
dwrdistribu on.co.za 
Photos © Sven Musica 
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Like every ligh ng designer during the COVID pandemic,  
Erwin Van Lokeren was cut off from live tours during the 
lockdown. At the me it started, he was beginning work on an 
upcoming tour by his long me client, Dutch rock stars Racoon. 
With the world of touring turned away from him, Van Lokeren 
had me to think about design and what he sees as one of its 
core meanings, how to reflect his clients’ music. This April, the 
result of this crea ve incuba on was revealed during Racoon’s 
arena show at Ro erdam Ahoy, as Van Lokeren and his co‐
designer/systems tech Bert Ploegh transformed the stage with 
an evoca ve, mesmerizing lightshow created with the help of 
CHAUVET Professional Maverick, STRIKE and EPIX fixtures 
supplied by Splendit. Just as music weaves its way through 
different contours and changes its mood o en during the 
same song, so too did Van Lokeren and Ploegh’s ligh ng 
design evolve and flow with every note. At the start of one 
song, for example, there are no front lights; instead a dark, emo onal mood is created with UV light from the top and a  
red band of low light running across the upstage deck, Then, when song opens up, there is a rush of specials from the rig’s 
Maverick MK3 Profile, MK2 Spot an STRIKE 1 fixtures. The designers used 93 Maverik MK1 Profile fixtures, relying on them  
for a variety of func ons, including key ligh ng. A group of 50 EPIX Strips also contributed to the dis nc ve looks on stage. 
Arranged on the stage floor in a square around the band, they provided up‐ligh ng in addi on to making the en re stage 
glow. “For fans seated in the upper level of the arena, they provided an amazing look,” said Van Lokeren. 
chauvetprofessional.com Photo © Chris Picturesk 

Ma hew “PJ” Row was determined to shake things up and defy 
expecta ons a bit when he set about designing a lightshow for 
Koe Wetzel’s current na onal tour. It was an a tude that his 
superstar client understands well. Key to helping him accomplish 
this were six truss fingers that raked towards the audience, 
enlarging the appearance of his rig. Adding to the power of this 
six‐finger configura on are the three CHAUVET Professional 
Rogue RH1 Hybrid fixtures that are flown on each extension.  
“The RH1 has become one of my favorite fixtures,” said Row. “I 
am able to get numerous looks from them throughout the show 
without repea ng a gobo or prism look.” Also enhancing the 
impact of Row’s design are the Rogue R3X Washes on each 
finger’s downstage p.  These bright RGBW movers are used to 

create a variety of specials and audience washes, their 12° – 49° zoom range 
allowing them to cover a wide swatches of the crowd. Like all fixtures in 
Row’s rig, the Rogue units were supplied by Wharton, Texas based Hoopty 
Lights. Over 100 CHAUVET Professional fixtures are represented in this mix. 
In addi on to those on the truss fingers these include 16 Rogue RH1 Hybrids, 
22 Rogue R2 Washes, 15 STRIKE 1 blinders, and 12 COLORdash Par H12 IP 
units. Other than the Rogues on the truss fingers, these fixtures are all 
placed on carts, giving Row the flexibility to retain the overall look of his 
show regardless of venue size. 
chauvetprofessional.com Photos © Chris Kleinmeier 

Ma hew “PJ” Row creates unique look  
for Koe Wetzel with Hoopty Lights 

Erwin Van Lokeren unleashes new looks for Racoon 
with help from Splendit and CHAUVET Professional 
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To provide rock band Nothing But 
Thieves with immersive and expressive 
visuals for their sold‐out UK arena tour, 
Ligh ng Designer Sam Tozer cra ed a 
dynamic rig featuring Mar n 
Professional ligh ng solu ons, provided 
by Chris e Lites. 
 
The tour, which kicked off at the 
Birmingham Academy on October 10, 
2021 and included shows at London’s 
O2 Arena and No ngham’s Motorpoint 
Arena, promoted the Essex band’s 
latest chart‐topping album, Moral 
Panic. For Nothing But Thieves, a staple 
on the fes val circuit, the tour marked 
its long‐awaited return to live 
performances, as well as its arena 
debut, and so the band wanted to 
provide audiences with an especially 
memorable and high‐quality live 
experience.  
 
However, with no opportunity for dress 
rehearsals due to pandemic restric ons 
the ligh ng rig needed to be reliable 
and adaptable in order to adhere to the 
strict me frame. To meet these 
requirements, Tozer relied on Mar n’s  

MAC Aura PXL and MAC Viper fixtures. 
His team included Account Holder Andy 
Stratum, Crew Chief Adam Morris and 
Produc on Manager Andrew Sweeney. 
 
“When drawing up plans for the tour, 
we tried to match the new art design of 
the latest album,” said Tozer. “We 
wanted to create a clean‐looking show  

and build dynamically during the 
performance with ligh ng added 
throughout the set. I wanted a rig that 
could light the band, but also was 
versa le to provide some eye candy 
when needed.”  
 
The Mar n MAC Viper served as the 
main workhorse for the tour and  

www.avltimes.com 
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provided the essen al key ligh ng for 
framing the band. With a 140mm front 
lens, CMY color mixing and two five‐slot 
rota ng gobo wheels, the Viper is a 
high‐output yet compact tool capable 
of fat beams, colorful accents and a 
wide range of effects. 

For extra produc on flair, Tozer 
selected Mar n MAC Aura PXL  
fixtures as his side‐lights, providing 
elegant and well‐ar culated effects 
throughout the show. Tozer added  
that he hid the Auras behind a 
transparent plas c drape, which  

 
deflected the light hi ng the stage and 
gave an increased illusion of depth.  
 
“When selec ng the fixtures for this 
tour, I wanted a wash light that was 
bright and bold,” explained Tozer. “The 
MAC Aura PXL met these requirements 
and delivered brilliant whites and an 
unbeatable color range. It’s one of my 
favorite fixtures to work with. I love the 
pure output and the wide range of 
colors, especially the pastels.” 
 
Tozer praised the predictable, intui ve 
nature of the Mar n fixtures, which 
behaved exactly as expected. “Going 
straight to the stage, we needed to 
make sure the lights worked reliably—
and they did,” said Tozer. “Everything 
remained in sync, giving the audience 
an unforge able show. The way the 
Mar n fixtures easily interfaced with 
our console allowed us to be really 
crea ve.” 
 
mar n.com 

pro.harman.com 
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Chris e® is pleased to announce that Ernest (Ernie) Bakenie has joined Chris e as 
Senior Director of Entertainment, effec ve immediately. Repor ng to Bryan 
Boehme, Execu ve Director of Americas Enterprise Sales and Global Business 
Development, Bakenie will work closely with the themed entertainment market 
and be based in Orlando, Florida. Bakenie joins Chris e as a seasoned execu ve 
having worked closely with theme parks, museums, and other entertainment 
a rac ons around the world the past 25 years. His leadership roles include 
Showscan Entertainment, Kra werk Living Technologies, and previously, Director, 
Entertainment Sales, APAC at Chris e. In his new role, Bakenie will be responsible 
for working closely with customers and partners to create best‐in‐class solu ons 
and drive growth in Chris e’s themed entertainment business. “We’re excited to 
have Ernie back with Chris e,” says Boehme. “Ernie’s passion for the themed 
entertainment market has taken him around the world, and his experience 
working closely with major theme parks and a rac ons will make him a major 
asset to our team.” Bakenie’s reloca on to Orlando will ensure he is well‐placed 
to meet the needs of the industry. “I’m thrilled to be back at Chris e. This 
opportunity allows me to use my unique background working in the themed 
entertainment industry to deliver the solu ons that create awe‐inspiring 

experiences,” says Bakenie. “There is no be er industry to work with than themed entertainment, and I’m excited to help 
Chris e’s clients create the thrills and excitement that audiences love.” 
chris edigital.com 

 
 

LaserAnima on Sollinger GmbH has acquired another leading manufacturer of the 
show laser industry: Ray Technologies GmbH.  Ray Technologies be er known by its 
brand RTI, and LaserAnima on Sollinger complement each other both in product 
por olio, market segments, research and development. Both LaserAnima on 
Sollinger and Ray Technologies are interna onally well known in the show and 
event industry. Both companies are widely regarded as highly innova ve and stand 
for powerful, high‐quality laser systems. The two produc on sites in Bavaria and 
Berlin are staffed by highly specialized employees with many years of experience, who ensure the high quality of the 
products "Made in Germany" through precision and rou ne work processes. LaserAnima on Sollinger is ISO‐cer fied and it 
will also con nue this high quality level in the new company union. The demanding customers of both laser manufacturers 
are similar, but cover different market segments in the high‐end sector. The merger will lead to an even broader coverage in 
the professional market. In addi on, resources and synergies can be shared as a result of the fusion. These effects are 
enormous, especially in the field of R&D, which supports the development of the product range and it also enables 
completely new product segments. A new business unit in the field of special effects ligh ng has already been established 
and is working on some groundbreaking projects for the show industry. Both loca ons will be kept, as well as all exis ng jobs, 
which has now already increased the number of employees to about 40. Addi onal employees are currently being recruited 
for newly created jobs. The focus and concentra on on customers who are opera ng in the premium laser segment is easier 
through the integra on of Ray Technologies into LaserAnima on Sollinger. LaserAnima on Sollinger's product range has 
always been aimed exclusively at customers working in the highly professional show, art or design segment. The expansion 
with Ray Technologies was therefore a direc onal, strategic decision to reach an even broader posi oning in the show laser 
market. "A joint path strengthens both brands in the high‐end laser market and enables new developments in various 
product areas," explains Michael Sollinger, founder and CEO of LaserAnima on Sollinger GmbH. 
laseranima on.com 

LaserAnima on Sollinger GmbH  
acquires Ray Technologies GmbH 

Ernest Bakenie joins Chris e  
as Senior Director of Entertainment 
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Taking place over seven consecu ve 
nights, the series of live music and 
comedy gigs were performed as 
fundraisers for the Teenage Cancer 
Trust (TCT), which provides care for 
people aged 13‐24 with cancer. It was 
the second me Produc on AV supplied 
kit and crew for the events. 
 
This year’s set up comprised Produc on 
AV’s Desay M6 LED panels as a central 
8m x 4.5 screen flown above The Royal 
Albert Hall’s iconic stage and a large, 
curved 23.2m x 0.9m banner of LED 
screen across the back of the main 
stage, to help drive dona ons. This was 
supported with a camera package for 
the relay of real‐life stories and live 
performances to the screen.  
 
Produc on AV’s Sony Studio camera 
channels and Agile ArcLite PTZ cameras 
were out in force, with footage mixed 
on the company’s Blackmagic ATEM 4k 
PPU. McCrea and his team used their 
Barco S3‐4k for switching and disguise 
d3 2x4Pro servers for the content 
playout.  

McCrea served as Project Manager and 
onsite Crew Chief, taking the helm with  
pre‐produc on at Produc on AV’s HQ  
in Cheltenham, load‐in at the Royal 
Albert Hall and on‐site set up.  
 
TCT’s Camera Director Phil Jennings 
oversaw the live vision mix for the 2022 
shows, and the Produc on AV team 
worked closely with him to map out the 
best shots and content to be displayed 
on the Desay M6 LED panels around the 
room.  
 
One of the standout performances  
was from Yungblud, who dazzled the 
audience with a Kabuki drop entrance. 
“We specified the 30,000 lumen Barco 
UDX to project pre‐made content onto 
the drapes as Yungblud kicked off his 
set” says McCrea. “This was fed data 
from a pair of Hippo zer Amba media 
servers from our stock, which reliably 
ran that very important part of the 
show.” 
 
Working alongside McCrea on the 
Produc on AV team was vision engineer  

Tim Perre , Ma  Sampson on the 
media servers and E2, Jane Petrie and  
Mar n Tucker on cameras, Jamie 
Cowlin on the tracking pit camera and  
Gavin Roberts on the handheld camera, 
with a team of others assis ng with 
mixing and recording. 
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One of the UK's leading technical event produc on and 
hire companies, Sterling Event Group, have recently 
taken their content capabili es to the next level, with 
their investment in to state‐of‐the‐art Hippo zer 
Media ServersTM. Joe Timmons, Head of Vision at 
Sterling Event Group commented; “We work on a 
variety of events and it’s important for us to have 
media servers that can provide various solu ons for 
different projects. Our previous media servers had 
reached end of life and so in choosing our new media 
servers we wanted to explore different brands and 
products.” Specialist entertainment technology 
suppliers, A.C. Entertainment Technologies Ltd. (AC‐
ET) demoed and supplied Sterling Event Group with 
Hippo zer Boreal+ MK2 and Nevis+ Media Servers. 

“We demoed different brands and what struck me about Green Hippo was the ease of use and flexibility. The ability to have 
different operators using different control surfaces to trigger and manipulate content in real me is a real game‐changer for 
us.” Added Joe. Speaking about why they chose the par cular products, Joe said; “We chose the Boreal+ MK2 as we needed a 
product that had the power and output capacity to drive real‐ me media playback on complex projects. This includes large 
and unusual canvases as well as 3D mapping projects. “We chose the Nevis+ because it’s compact design and great price 
point make it a great choice for events where single output playback is required. What stood out the most is how powerful 
the Nevis+ is despite its compact and lightweight chassis.” 
greenhippo.com ac‐et.com 

With the expansion of virtual produc on technology, many 
companies are looking at current trends to understand the future of 
the xR space. Wan ng to bring the best visual performances to life, 
ROE Visual has made the conscious effort to grow alongside these 
expanding interests. To reflect this, the company is inves ng in talent 
to round out its exper se, thereby solidifying ROE Visual as the 
premier LED solu on and leading source of informa on on LED display 
technology. Keeping this commitment to the future in mind, ROE 
Visual is proud to welcome its newest addi on to the team, Tucker 
Downs, who will be stepping into an R&D role in the US office. 
Working as ROE Visual’s Research and Development Manager, Tucker 
will apply the appropriate research protocols to expand ROE Visual’s 
breadth of exper se in display technology, with a stark focus on color 
science. Tucker joins the ROE Visual team part way through earning 
his Ph.D. in Color Science at Rochester Ins tute of Technology where 
he has studied color quality, camera/ligh ng interac ons, and display 
technology at length. “I’m looking forward to collabora ng with ROE 
Visual to expand upon the technologies I’ve studied throughout my 
career.” men ons Tucker Downs. “Mee ng with the product 
development team on a weekly basis has been a great experience. ROE Visual has ambi ous design goals. It feels great to be 
working with a company that is ready to embark on groundbreaking technologies for our field.” he remarked. “The en re 
ROE Visual team is overjoyed to have Tucker on our roster.” says Frank Montero, Managing Director at ROE Visual US. 
“We’ve been looking to invest in our technologies for some months and the ming was finally right to expand our personnel 
to include a role dedicated to research and development in color science.” he con nued.  
www.roevisual.com 

ROE Visual invests in the future with new talent 

Green Hippo provides flexibility  
for Sterling Event Group 
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The legendary band Genesis has 
reunited for “The Last Domino?” world 
tour, and long me Crea ve Director  
for the band, Patrick Woodroffe, 
worked with Roland Greil to design the 
set and ligh ng for the tour.  
 
The ligh ng design calls for 148 
versa le Claypaky Scenius Unico spot, 
wash and beam lights for the show, 
which were supplied by Negearth. 
 
“As Genesis has a rich history of 
pushing the envelope in terms of show 
design, it was important to keep that 
momentum going for their return to  
the stage,” says Roland Greil.  “For 
Patrick and myself it was key to create  
a very versa le and theatrical design, 
which allows for all kind of different 
looks.  Therefore we designed a stage 
that can change its look and overall feel 
for each and every song giving them all 
a suitable look and feel.  
 
“Over the stage we built five pods, 
which are fully automated to change 
the scenery,” he explains.  “Each of 
them holds 16 Claypaky Scenius Unicos 
and a linear array of LED Neon Flex.   

Together with Jeremy Lloyd, who did 
the show’s technical integra on and 
design for Wonderworks, we have 
designed 2mm high‐resolu on LED wall 
panels upstage as a backdrop, which 
track horizontally and can spin to reveal 
lights on the back of the walls. 
 
Greil and Woodroffe have found Scenius 
Unico to be “a proven workhorse” 
fixture for their shows in the past.   
“It’s versa le and has a lovely big front 
lens, which works perfectly for an arena 
rig,” says Greil.  The majority of the 
Scenius Unico fixtures for Genesis are 
integrated into the five fully‐automated 
pods over the stage with addi onal 
units mounted on two audience trusses 
and an advance truss. 
 
 

“We’ve been happy with the reliability 
of the Scenius Unicos on the tour,” 
Greil reports. Greil also acts as the 
Ligh ng Director for the tour.  Marc 
Brunkhardt is the Ligh ng Programmer 
and Joshua Key the Video Programmer. 
 

claypaky.com 

www.avltimes.com 
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The magnificent AT&T Performing Arts Center in Dallas has invested in 
Vari‐Lite and Strand luminaires from Signify in five of its main show 
spaces to transform their ligh ng and reduce power consump on. 
The $360 million mul ‐venue Center, designed by world‐leading 
architects, upgraded its fixtures with more than 200 Vari‐Lite and 
Strand products. At the heart of the complex is the Margot and Bill 
Winspear Opera House which is home to the principle 2,200‐seater 
Margaret McDermo  Performance Hall. This huge space is now lit by 
32 Vari‐Lite VL2600 PROFILE, 40 VL800 EVENTWASH and 24 Strand 
Leko LED Profile Full Color luminaires, supplied by Houston‐based Bell 
& McCoy. “The VL800s have become my favorite fixture,” he says. 
“My designs are bold and saturated with color, and that's what this 
fixture does best. It's fast, has a great zoom range and, speaking as 
the house electrician, I love the low power consump on. I always 
need more back light on stage to compete with 20k projectors and 
video walls, and for some events I have to cover 15,000 sq.  of space 
with light. I can now do that easily with the VL800s,” said Lee Terry is 
Head Electrician at the Center. Over in the Strauss Square outdoor 
space, named a er the late former mayor of Dallas, Anne e Strauss, 
VL800 EVENTWASH luminaires are complemented by ten VL5LED 
WASH fixtures. 
vari‐lite.com 

strandligh ng.com 

Finnish rock star Lauri Tähkä is on a tour of his home 
county’s biggest venues with an inspired set design 
featuring visuals driven by Hippo zer Montane+ 
Media Servers. The chart topping musician is wowing 
crowds at venues including Helsinki’s Bolt Arena, 
Seinäjoki OmaSp Stadium and the Nokia Arena in the 
city of Tampere. Finnish design studio Visual45 was 
challenged with crea ng a standout show for Lauri 
Tähkä’s tour, based on the concept of a spiritual, 
temple experience. The company’s Mikko Linnavuori 
and Eero Helle have worked on visual design for Lauri 
Tähkä before, and understand his requirements for 
audience‐pleasing visual produc on values to match 
his dynamic performance. Linnavuori chose to use 
two Hippo zer Montane+ servers, one live and one 
as backup. On stage were seven screens rigged in 
layers to resemble epic church windows, fronted with an iron grid to create texture and layers. Risers extended the look and 
space for Lauri Tähkä and his band to perform on. The total pixel resolu on was 1600x 832 pixels, allowing the team lots of 
space upon which to drive pre‐shot ar st images and stock footage and effects. “The main idea was to create living 
background to every song,” adds Linnavuori. “The Montane+ made achieving big, drama c looks simple but effec ve.” 
Accompanying Visual45’s visual designers Eero Helle and Mikko Linnavuori were Heba Rinkinen on screen content, with the 
visuals operated by Saku Väänänen. Technical produc on was delivered by Crea ve Technology Finland. 
greenhippo.com Photo © Mikko Linnavuori 

Finnish rocker Lauri Tähkä’s arena tour  
wows with Hippo zer 

Dallas’ AT&T Performing Arts Center upgrades  
all main venues to Vari‐Lite and Strand 
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To provide students and clients with 
the latest technology for crea ng 
stunning visuals, Full Sail University 
recently equipped its flagship venue, 
Full Sail Live, with Mar n Professional 
LED ligh ng fixtures and crea ve video 
elements powered by Mar n’s P3 
control system.  
 
When it came me to upgrade the 
ligh ng rig at the university’s flagship 
venue for live events, Full Sail Live, staff 
had high standards for solu ons that 
would benefit students and outside 
clients alike. Being long me users of 
Mar n ligh ng solu ons, the 
university’s Event Opera ons 
department selected Mar n MAC Ultra 
Performance, MAC Aura PXL and VDO 
Fatron 20 fixtures powered by a P3‐300 
system controller and P3 PowerPort 
1500 power and data units. “It's a ten‐
year‐old facility, so we started to look 
at how we could offer our students and  

clients the latest technology,” said 
Vincent Lepore, Director of Event 
Technical Opera ons, Full Sail 
University. Another factor in the 
university’s choice of ligh ng equipment 
was the increased amount of live 
streamed events. “We've started to do a 
lot more live streams over the course of 
the past two years, and almost every 
event that we do now involves some 
sort of streaming aspect,” added Noah 
Rohrbaugh, Ligh ng Director, Full Sail 
University. 
 
For primary spot and profile ligh ng, as 
well as a variety of gobo effects, Full Sail 
acquired 13 Mar n MAC Ultra 
Performance fixtures. For wash ligh ng 
and unique pixel effects, the university 
ordered 34 Mar n MAC Aura PXL 
fixtures, a mul ‐source wash light that 
combines a 19‐segment main beam 
with a separate Aura backlight made up 
of 141 pixels. 
 
 

To extend video content off the venue’s 
main LED screen (made up of Mar n 
VDO Face 5 HC panels) and  minimize  
shadows in the room for be er video 
presenta on, Lepore and Rohrbaugh 
supplemented the main fixtures with 
Mar n VDO Fatron 20 LED video 
ba ens. Lepore and Rohrbaugh 
deployed 80 Fatron fixtures on the 
walls and ceiling of the venue, keeping 
an addi onal 40 in reserve to expand 
the rig as needed. Behind the scenes, 
staff and students leverage Mar n’s 
innova ve P3 control pla orm to 
seamlessly map video content across 
the LED screen and ligh ng fixtures. 
Two P3‐300 system controllers power 
the main screen, while a third powers 
the en re ligh ng rig. Addi onally, Full 
Sail keeps a fourth P3‐300 unit in 
reserve for expanding the rig.  
 

mar n.com 

pro.harman.com 
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A pioneer of “Friendly Monumentalism,” the famed 
Dutch architect Jo Coenen, has influenced his profession 
by crea ng structures that project great substance and 
power, while also managing to engage in an open 
dialogue with their surroundings. This is beau fully 
evident in Schouwburg Concertzaal Tilburg, an impressive 
modernis c edifice in the cultural heart of the city. When 
this cultural landmark celebrated its 25th anniversary 
recently, the community wanted to do something special 
to mark the occasion. With this in mind, the venue 
contacted designer Max de Kam of Maximal Ligh ng to 
create a display on the building’s curved roo op façade. 
Building on the theme of a popular mul ‐colour light art 
piece inside the building, the design team decided to 
feature a rainbow display on the roo op. This design, 
with its panoramic hues,  was also especially fi ng, given 
the diverse range of concerts and events that take place 
inside the building’s two halls. Max de Kam wanted luminaires that could reliably create the colourful array he envisioned in 
an outdoor se ng. Patrick Knoop and the PK even echniek team provided the solu on he was seeking by furnishing him 
with 15 COLORado Panel Q40  IP65‐rated fixtures from CHAUVET Professional. The COLORado Panel Q40 units, which 
measure 515 x 196 x 304 mm, were posi oned on the façade itself as well as on the glass surface of the roof. A DMX 
controller in a waterproof compartment was used to run the fixtures based on a design made with WYSIWYG. 
chauvetprofessional.com 

The band played mostly Cheap Trick songs during its hour‐long set, but this 
was no ordinary tribute show. In fact, it wasn’t  an ordinary concert of any 
kind, taking place as it did in a private airport hangar with no live audience. 
S ll, once the music started, both of those things were quickly forgo en, as 
the mood took on the look and feel of one of those wall‐ra ling performances 
that made the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame band famous a genera on ago. The 
authen city of the music was easy to explain. The band on stage, The Neilson 
Trust, is made up of Rick Nielson, an original member of Cheap Trick, along 
with his sons Drax Nielson, and Miles Nielson, as well as Miles’ wife Kelly 
Stewart. As for the looks on stage, credit must go to ligh ng designer Sean 
Denny and programmer Garre  VanderVeen of Luxe Produc ons, who used a 
rig anchored by CHAUVET Professional Rogue and Nexus fixtures to support 
the music with richly textured  produc on looks, complete with immersive 
color washes, an illuminated drum riser, crossing beams, and dazzling bump 
effects. Helping Denny achieve his vision were 12 Rogue R2 Wash fixtures as 
well as 16 Nexus Aw 7x7 and eight Nexus 4x4 units. The Rogues were 
arranged evenly along the perimeter of the stage, with six fixtures providing 
mood‐se ng backligh ng of the band members and six used for side ligh ng. 
While the Nexus 4x4 panels were used to outline the drum riser and wash the 
stage, the Nexus Aw 7x7 delivered narrow beams of intense warm white light 
downward from the overhead truss grid. 
chauvetprofessional.com 

Sean Denny and Luxe Produc ons reflect sound  
of Nielson Trust with CHAUVET Professional 

PK even echniek calls on CHAUVET Professional  
for Schouwburg Concertzaal Tilburg celebra on 
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Innova ve tracking so ware, Stage 
Precision (SP), and technical business 
development specialist, Neutral 
Human, have announced their strategic 
partnership alongside the launch of 
Stage Precision to the wider market. SP 
is an independent data and control 
pla orm that enables users to build 
complex control‐systems and 
previsualise or pre‐programme 
technological workflows for the global 
live events market.  
 
“The industry’s crea ve technologists 
have adopted SP as part of their trusted 
workflows. It has enabled the high‐end 
projects to develop with pioneering 
complexity, so now it’s me for the 
wider industry to discover such this 
ground‐breaking tool,” said Neutral 
Human’s founder, Sarah Cox. “What 
drew me to working with SP is the fact 
that the product is community‐led. Its 
development comes from working 
alongside its userbase on real world 
challenges and finding solu ons to 
those problems.”  
 
SP keeps track of all posi on and 
control data around live events, 
broadcast, XR, VP, and installa on 
projects, connec ng devices between 
the digital and physical world through a 
unified 3D space. 

“Essen ally, it’s a user interface or a 
so ware that solves problems within 
interac ve media installa ons and 
broadcast virtual produc on,” said SP 
Managing Director, Michael Giegerich, 
who also co‐owns bright! studios.  
 
It was while working under the auspices 
of bright! studios that the team 
iden fied the need for a specific 3D 
data management product while 
working at the coalface of visual design 
and technology for live events. “In 2017, 
we were s ll working on the side of 
crea ve studios and workflow 
integrators and transi oning our 
pipelines from rendered content to real‐

me content.  Also, with the evolu on 
of posi onal data, we knew there was 
an untouched market with a lot of 
poten al,” he explained. “The pandemic 
allowed us to not only further refine SP, 
it also allowed us to focus on the 
features necessary for virtual 
produc on. We now have the right 
workflows and plugins in place for this 
very specific market.”  
 
“In today's world, data is everywhere. 
It’s the founda on of everything we 
interact with. With our background in 
crea ng live shows, we have 
experienced first‐hand the complex 
challenges with the many places data  

can be produced. With SP we are 
focussed on simplifying the user 
experience. “When I heard that Sarah 
was star ng out with her new 
company, I called her two minutes 
later. There is no one as well connected 
with such a deep technical 
understanding of the industry. I knew 
she was the perfect person to help SP 
move into this next phase.”  
 
“I was super excited when Michael 
called,” said Cox. “I’ve worked with him 
and his team, even before SP, and have 
watched the company develop over the 
years. The world of live events is 
interconnected with other markets like 
corporate, educa on or immersive 
media, and so far the big missing part 
has been the data and how to handle it 
between the digital and physical world.  
 
“We hope that people will soon 
become aware that SP is a very 
prac cal tool that can make all these 
new technologies easier to apply in real 
world produc ons, leaving crea ves 
and technicians with the me and 
space to focus on what they do best; 
crea ng spectacular experiences.” 
 
stageprecision.com 

neutralhuman.co.uk 
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The FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022™ Official 
Countdown Clock drives an cipa on as it 

cks down through every hour, minute and 
second to the opening game at Al Bayt 
Stadium on 21 November 2022. The 
Countdown Clock was unveiled on 
November 21, 2021 at Doha’s picturesque 
Corniche Fishing Spot, precisely one year 
before the big kickoff. Working for client 
fischerAppelt Qatar, ES:ME Entertainment 
Services, since 2010 one of the leading 
premium specialists for event technology in 
the Middle East, handled ligh ng, rigging and audio for the reveal event, including hanging of a translucent screen. ES:ME 
also provided technical support. Ligh ng design was by visual design and technology company bright! studios of Germany. 
ES:ME has worked on many of fischerAppelt’s big events over the last 10 years and for the Countdown Clock reveal supplied 
a show ligh ng package of 22 Ela on Proteus Maximus™, 28 Proteus Hybrid™ and 31 Rayzor 760™ fixtures. “I like to use 
Ela on, especially the Proteus Maximus and Proteus Hybrid with their marine grade specifica on because they work great in 
Qatar’s harsh environment,” stateed CEO of ES:ME Entertainment Services, Alexander Wuerfel, who notes that they began 
inves ng in Ela on ligh ng three years ago. “Although it’s a hot and o en humid climate that lies directly on the sea, I can 
rely on these products.” . The Proteus Maximus were used to provide key light while beams from the Proteus Hybrid, some  
at ground posi ons behind the projec on, filled the camera. The compact Rayzor 760 wash lights with their seven oversized 
front lenses, as well as other fixtures, provided ambient, eye‐candy looks for camera. 
www.ela onligh ng.com 

Vienna’s Theater im Park, a new open‐air stage nestled in 
the gardens of the Palais Schwarzenberg in the heart of 
the city, is a wonderfully idyllic se ng to take in a 
summer show. The new stage, which debuted in 2020, 
has been ou i ed with Ela on Professional Proteus 
Lucius™ IP65‐rated LED moving heads specified and 
installed by event services company six by nine GmbH of 
Linz. Michael Sarsteiner, director at six by nine, says a 
shootout with other fixtures was not necessary as the 
specifica on of the Ela on Proteus Lucius was exactly 
what they were looking for. “We found the Lucius to be 
an ideal match,” he said. “The wide zoom range is a great 
benefit and it also houses a very nice selec on of 
standard gobos and projec on/FX possibili es. Overall, 
the ra o of price to performance was outstanding.” 
Ou i ed with a complete FX system featuring three gobo wheels, anima on, iris, dual prism and dual frost, as well as 
framing, the Proteus Lucius can be used as a profile, beam or wash light, reducing the need for variant fixtures. A compact 
brother to Ela on’s popular Proteus Maximus™, the Lucius offers 33,500 lumens of output and 5.5° to 50° zoom in a CMY 
color mixing luminaire. The Lucius fixtures are mounted on truss towers in front of the stage and are accessible to a host of 
ligh ng designers and operators throughout the season. Installed in me for the 2021 summer season, the Lucius fixtures 
worked with Ela on Rayzor 760™ as front and back wash lights, as well as key lights while Ela on Paladin Brick™ outdoor 
flood lights with frost filter and barn doors illuminated large trees beside the stage. 
www.ela onligh ng.eu  Photo © Adrian Rigele 

Proteus Lucius™ a mul ‐role performer  
at Vienna’s Theater im Park 

Ela on assists on FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022™  
Official Countdown Clock reveal 
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Chris e® has ramped up its produc on 
facility in its Kitchener‐based Center for 
Engineering Excellence to keep pace 
with increased demand for MicroTiles® 
LED. The new space includes a state‐of‐
the‐art automa on line with robo c 
handling, which has increased 
manufacturing capabili es by almost 
threefold. The design of the new area 
mirrors some of the most advanced 
manufacturing facili es in the world. 
 
The new area includes advanced 
robo cs and assembly lines, capable of 
manufacturing Chris e’s award‐winning 
MicroTiles LED. “In produc on and 
manufacturing, there is a tendency to 
outsource automa on,” says Shawn 
Mills, director of display engineering, 
Chris e.  
 
“By designing and building our new 
automa on line using our in‐house 
engineering experts, we've not only 
increased our manufacturing  

capabili es, but we've also ensured we 
are ready for the next stage of growth.  
As a result, the new space incorporates 
best‐in‐class prac ces, including ver cal 
integra on, which ensures we build the 
highest quality product for our 
customers.”  
 
Mills is excited for the future, and the 
versa lity of the team. “We can now 
invest even more in what’s called design 
for manufacturing (DFM), a process 
used in higher volume industries, like 
automo ve. On the team we have 
people that build and design the 
product and then naturally shi  to 
designing the automa on as an 
extension of this process. This gives the 
company a huge advantage because we 
can control much more of the value‐
chain, and we can be innova ve not 
only in the design of the product, but 
also the process of crea ng that 
product. It’s as important how we make 
our products as what we’re making.” 
 
 

chris edigital.com 
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Kinly – the leading specialist in AV systems integra on and remote 
collabora on solu ons – has announced Tom Mar n as its CEO to further 
develop the impressive growth of the business in recent years. Tom takes 
the reins at Kinly following a highly successful spell as Managing Director for 
Northern Europe. His experience with the company stretches back 15 years, 
beginning with Viju in the Nordics with roles in support, services and 
opera ons. With a passion for audio, his achievements and successes have 
seen him climb through the ranks to VP Technical Opera on in Norway 
before Managing Director roles in Norway and, la erly, Northern Europe. 
Based in the company’s Norway office, Tom envisages a bright future not 
only for Kinly, but for the AV sector as a whole. “This is an incredibly exci ng 

me for Kinly and I am delighted to be announced as their new CEO,” said 
the 43 year old, before adding: “The past couple of years have set up the 
business for growth across the worldwide market and, with Kinly, we have 
the scale, assets & highly experienced teams to fully support local & global 
customers. Tom will con nue to drive Kinly’s expansion with the latest 
technology offerings combined with a focus on service and support. He adds: 
“Coming from a services background, I am proud to say it’s the dedicated 
Kinly service that sets us apart. Together with our valued technology 
partners, I’m looking forward to fantas c opportuni es as hybrid work 
models con nue to grow in popularity around the world.” 
kinly.com 

 
 

Lightware Visual Engineering is excited to announce the appointment of Mark Minall as 
Vice President Defense and Intelligence. Mark will be the global lead for this rapidly 
expanding part of the Lightware business. Mark brings more than three decades of 
experience in the Defense and Intelligence sector to Lightware. His military background in 
C5ISR (Command, Control, Computers, Communica ons, Cyber, Intelligence, Surveillance, 
and Reconnaissance) combined with his successful business development and strategy 
experience since 2011 will see the global reach of Lightware products and services grow 
further into this sector. His last appointment was at Elbit Systems UK, where for nearly 5 
years as Business Development Director, he successfully led the UK growth in the mari me 
domain and Electronic Warfare sector.  Mark is based in the UK. “I am delighted to join 
Lightware and intend to build on its impressive success by further developing the Defense 
and Intelligence market,” says Mark Minall, Global VP Defense and Intelligence for 
Lightware. “I have a passion for innova on and technology and I’m looking forward to 
increasing brand awareness and familiarising the sector with Lightware’s innova ve 
products and technologies.” Gergely Vida, CEO at Lightware Visual Engineering said, “I 
welcome Mark as the VP of Defense and Intelligence. Mark, who has proven track record 
in business development and strategy with mul ‐na onal companies and a strong military 

background, will be a great representa on of our brand on the global market.” Lightware design and develop highly 
innova ve, secure, zero‐to low latency, scalable and interoperable COTS AV products and systems, some designed to meet 
NATO accredita on standards. Its high‐fidelity solu ons such as the MX modular matrix range and Data Diode Technology 
can be safely deployed within highly classified environments in line with na onal and interna onal Informa on Assurance 
requirements. 
lightware.com 

Lightware appoints Mark Minall to lead  
Global Defense and Intelligence Division 

Kinly announces Tom Mar n as new CEO 
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PIXELHUE is a company born of the 
desire to innovate, crea ng new 
technology and video processing 
solu ons for the Pro AV industry, 
while never sacrificing the stability  
and ease of use. In PIXELHUE, the 
rental solu on world now has a new 
major player. Our mission begins  
with the user experience and has  
the ul mate goal of providing users 
with the astoundingly real visual 
experience. PIXELHUE was born in 
2017, mainly for the mid‐to‐high‐end 
rental market, focusing on the field  
of video processing. The brand and 
products have grown from nothing  
and have gradually become well 
known to the market and customers. 
 
In 2019, we launched the first‐
genera on F‐series video switchers  
and U3 console which were applied in 
hundreds of large‐scale projects and 
events in mainland China, such as CCTV 
Spring Fes val Gala and Mid‐Autumn 
Fes val Gala, as well as new product 
launches for well‐known companies. 
We are commi ed to con nuously 
polishing and op mizing products, 
collec ng posi ve feedback and 
valuable sugges ons from the market 
and clients, and achieving con nuous 
improvement and qualita ve leaps in 
product performance and stability. 
 
Now we are very proud to release  
our very first media server – X400! 
 
The X400 is a brand‐new professional 
media server engineered by PIXELHUE. 
Equipped with Intel’s latest‐genera on 
processor, high‐performance server 
class motherboard and graphics card, 
mul ple input and output cards, the 
X400 can drive up to 6x 4K or 24x 2K 
mosaic outputs from a single server 
unit, thus delivering unprecedented 
high performance to your various  
large‐scale events today. Built on the 
advanced graphics card to offer 
remarkable hardware ‐decoding and  

rendering capabili es, the X400  
easily realizes the hardware‐decoding  
of 8K@60fps UHD videos and 
simultaneous smooth playback of 
mul ple 4K@60fps videos. With the 
support for abundant video decoding 
formats, the X400 media server 
becomes the unparalleled video 
playback and processing solu on for  

stage performances, large‐scale 
conferences, immersive exhibi ons and 
more crea ve display applica ons. 

www.avltimes.com 
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The X400 is designed with 2 input card 
slots and 6 output card slots and can 
support up to 2x 4K input cards and 4x 
4K output cards simultaneously, 
allowing you to easily select the desired 
I/O modules with various input and 
output connectors to sa sfy your visual 
system requirements. The modular and 
plug‐in design also facilitates easy 
deployment and upgrade in the field, 
bringing more convenience and ease to 
your site applica ons. 
 
Employing dual high‐speed SSD with 
dual OS, dual authoriza on mechanism 
and modular design, the X400 is 
undoubtedly the most robust and 
heavy‐duty solu on for mission‐cri cal 
applica ons. Moreover, onsite playback 
and control are always stable thanks to 
dual redundant configura on and 
seamless switching guaranteed by the 
frame sync technology. Extra alarm and 
diagnos cs func onali es further help 
to safeguard your live events. 
 
The X400 media server has a built‐in 
mul media playback so ware Pilot 
MS3, which is ideal for you to achieve 
your abundant crea ve ideas. 
Innova ve irregular‐shaped slices, ultra‐
wide videos and flawless pixel‐to‐pixel 
display make a variety of dazzling visual 
effects possible during spectacles or live 
events and let you fully unleash your 
wonderful ideas. Unlimited layers and 
programs, program jump and media 
collec on playback, customized cross 
program playback, image quality 
adjustment, crossfade effect and more 
powerful features help you easily and 
flexibly manage and control your event 
display. 
 
Magnificent visualized design makes 
your opera ons convenient and the GUI 
can be customized by your preference. 
The media, inputs, layers, slices, real‐

me output preview and playback 
progress are all intui ve. You can see 
what the output will look like while the 
program is being edited. All our design 
considera ons focus on shortening your 
learning curve and bringing you the 
maximum ease of use. 
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And there’s so much more key features designed in X400, if you want to learn more about this product,  
please contact info@pixelhue.com or visit the PIXELHUE homepage at  www.pixelhue.com 

 

https://pixelhue.com/


 
A total of 48 segments can be 
controlled separately via Pixel Control, 
which provides ligh ng designers with 
enormous poten al for crea ve effects.  
Based on high‐resolu on 16‐bit 
technology, four dimmer curves are 
also available, which allow the dimming 
characteris cs of classic halogen lamps 
to be simulated if required.  
 
With its robust and design‐op mised 
cast aluminium housing, the ZENIT® 
W600 SMD is also recommended for 
use in fixed installa ons. The carefully 
designed cooling concept is based on 
three temperature‐controlled fans. 
Light operators can use three preset 
modes dictated by the noise sensi vity 
of the event, including automated fan 
control and noiseless convec on 
cooling. The integrated OLED display, 
which features touch‐sensi ve control 
bu ons, enables intui ve configura on 
directly on the device. In addi on to 
wired DMX and RDM control, the 
ZENIT® W600 SMD can also be 
controlled wirelessly via the integrated 
2.4 GHz W‐DMX transceiver. 

www.avltimes.com 
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Cameo ZENIT® W600 SMD 
New IP65 LED outdoor wash lights 

For more informa on on the product, visit : www.cameolight.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cameo is expanding its product 
por olio of IP65‐cer fied LED outdoor 
wash lights with the release of the new 
ZENIT® W600 SMD in RGBW and 
Daylight versions. Ligh ng designers, 
event technicians and rental 
companies will benefit from their 
suitability for outdoor applica ons, as 
well as their par cularly high light 
output and maximum flexibility. These 
new addi ons to the ZENIT Series are 
designed for use at medium‐sized to 
large indoor and outdoor events, as 
well as for ligh ng TV shows. The new 
outdoor SMD LED wash lights are 
available in two versions: the ZENIT® 
W600 D SMD Daylight, and the ZENIT® 
W600 SMD RGBW. 
 
The ZENIT® W600 SMD RGBW delivers  
a rich luminous flux of up to 41,000 lm. 
A total of 504 SMD 4‐in‐1 LEDs deliver 
precise, high‐resolu on colours and 
colour blends across the en re RGBW 
spectrum. With its CRI index of  
85, the ZENIT W600 SMD also  
ensures natural colour  
reproduc on. When it comes  
to colour temperature,  
ligh ng technicians have  
an adjustable bandwidth  
of between 2,700  
and 6,500 K at  
their finger ps.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The 12 independently controllable LED 
segments facilitate the crea on of 
colourful effect images and running 
lights. 
 
The Daylight model is equipped with 
576 SMD white light LEDs, which 
provide an enormous output of up to    
                   90,000 lm. For this purpose,  
                     the boost mode increases   
                        light output significantly                             
                           for short periods.  

https://www.cameolight.com/


The CLF Poseidon Hybrid is the second 
member of the Poseidon IP65 rated 
family. It features an extreme light 
output which enables heavy mid‐air 
effects. Protected against moisture 
and dirt, Poseidon Hybrid is a must‐
have fixture with a good value for 
money for any outdoor applica on 
requiring superior beam, spot and 
wash effects.  
 
The mul func onal Poseidon Hybrid 
comes with a fast and accurate feature 
set, including CMY color mixing, three 
prisms, two gobo wheels, a rota ng 
anima on sec on and frost. An 
impressive 2° – 45° zoom range makes 
it easy to switch from beam to spot, 
without the need of selec ng different 
modes.  
 
Equipped with a 400W long‐life light 
source, the fixture is able to perform up 
to 6000 hours, which immensely 
increases its value.  
 
The elegantly shaped housing is 
equipped with special motors that 
enable unsurpassed fast and precise 
pan and lt movements.  
 
Addi onally, the sophis cated housing 
eliminates dust in the op cal path and 
is easy to service. A bright LCD display 
provides easy access to on‐board 
se ngs, even in sunny environments. 
 
 SMOOTH CMY COLOR MIXING  
 IP65 RATING  
 2 GOBO WHEELS  
 3 PRISMS (LINEAR, 4‐FACET &                     

8‐FACET) FROST  
 2° – 45° ZOOM WITH AUTOFOCUS  
 ANIMATION EFFECT 
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CLF POSEIDON HYBRID 

Powerful outdoor hybrid 

For more informa on on the product, visit :  www.clf‐ligh ng.com/product/poseidon‐hybrid/ 

https://www.clf-lighting.com/product/poseidon-hybrid/
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ROE Visual Carbon MarkII LED Panel 
 

The launch of the Carbon MarkII series 
supplies a new lightweight LED solu on 
for the outdoor rental market, offering a 
thin, yet solid structure. The LED 
pla orm provides a streamlined 
installa on with integrated frames and 
universal LED modules and masks. 
Carbon MarkII is ideal for building large 
LED walls and ceilings for outdoor 
concerts or events. Lightweight panels 
make life just a touch easier when 
se ng up large LED displays outdoors. 
Weighing merely 17kg per square meter, 
Carbon MarkII (CB MKII) offers a slender 
LED panel in a sturdy frame. Despite a 12% weight reduc on compared to the original Carbon series, the panels never 
compromise on their excellent visual performance. Installa on and maintenance are simplified when using CB MKII’s unique 
panels. The magnet‐assisted assembly, universal modules, and updated mask ensure efficient servicing. Modules can be 
placed in any posi on within the frame, while replacing the snap‐on mask does not require the use of tools. The CB MKII 
series supports several configura ons, including curved setups from concave 15° to convex 10° as well as large outdoor LED 
displays using the T4 or Air Frame support systems. Due to the reduced weight of the LED panels, ceiling op ons for virtual 
produc on volumes are now within grasp.  
www.roevisual.com 

 

Astera Launches HydraPanel 
 

Astera launches its latest ingenious and innova ve wireless LED ligh ng 
product – the HydraPanel – which features the company’s award‐winning 
Titan LED engine. The HydraPanel stands out in a busy ‘LED panel’ 
marketplace offering many unique features not found in any ‘pixel’ 
product, like a beam‐shaper module, magne c moun ng, and the Titan 
LED engine’s superior colour mixing, dimming characteris cs and 
excep onal quality of light. The neat six‐pixel product weighs 600g and 
has an inbuilt ba ery and wireless DMX module making it ul mately 
flexible and useable anywhere. It can also be run fully wired. It is IP65 
rated in both wired & wireless scenarios so it can be used outdoors or in 
damp or otherwise challenging atmospheric condi ons. Each HydraPanel 
emits 1300 Lumens of high‐quality light giving 515 Lux at 1 metre (without 
filter) and a high CRI and TLCI. Accessories include a ConnectorPlate which 
connects two HydraPanels together, and up to 4 panels can be joined 
using three ConnectorPlates to create a medium size panel that is s ll very 
compact, lightweight, and highly manoeuvrable. 
astera‐led.com 
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Claypaky Sinfonya Profile 600 
 

The new SINFONYA series from Claypaky addresses all the special needs 
and provides brand new levels of performance that were simply not 
possible before. SINFONYA PROFILE 600 is stylish, and packed full of 
technology. What makes Sinfonya different is its excellent core 
technology that offers endless possibili es for theatre designers thanks 
to a wide variety of features specifically developed for the theatrical 
produc ons.  
 
Light Source: 600W RGBAL LED Engine CRI: up to 95 12,050 Lumen 
Output (in integra ng sphere) Proprietary, High‐efficiency, new op cal 
system 160‐millimeter diameter front lens, with high quality tempered 
glass lenses 5°‐ 60° motorized linear zoom R‐G‐B‐A‐L color control 2500K 
to 8500K virtual CTO Calibra on Syncing for matching the color 
temperature to other fixtures Digital color filters Framing System on 2 
focal planes: 4 blades with +/‐ 45° rota on of the full system 
ACCUFRAME™: 40 mes more precise than tradi onal framing systems 
“Total Curtain” effect allowing the full blackout with each single blade 
Triangular shapes 6 HD interchangeable rota ng gobos New frost 
system (LINEGUARD), using two pairs of blades instead of two individual 
ones Heavy frost 5° for wash effect Light frost 1° for so  diffusion 
(interchangeable) Anima on wheel 4‐facet prism with rota on in both 
direc on at variable speed 16‐blade Motorized iris 24‐bit digital dimmer 
with 4 user‐selectable dimming curves Digital stop‐strobe effect. 
claypaky.com 

 

Claypaky Mini Xtylos HPE 
 

MINI XTYLOS HPE (CJ3002) is a small form factor fixture with Claypaky’s 
innova ve and proprietary RGB laser source, las ng 20,000 hours, that 
produces saturated, deep colors without any visible hotspots with its 
exclusive TURBO COLOR system. The fixture offers linear virtual CTO, one 
effect wheel with two rota ng and interchangeable prisms and one 
interchangeable frost filter, a 24‐bit digital dimmer, a fast digital stop/strobe 
and have an aperture range of 1° to 4° to produce their incredible beam 
effects. In addi on to the typical features of the XTYLOS family, the MINI 
XTYLOS HPE delivers some new and exci ng features: The unit offers endless 
pan rota on in both direc ons, that can be controlled at various speeds. MINI 
XTYLOS HPE is very compact, operates on 100 to 240VAC and only consumes 
80VA of power at 230VAC. The unit weighs just a mere 9 kilograms (20 
pounds). For the beam applica ons, the MINI XTYLOS HPE is the best op on 
thanks to its high intensity which cannot be achieved by any other LED based 
beam fixtures. With only 20W laser engine power consump on, the MINI 
XTYLOS HPE delivers 2.5Mcd with 1° beam aperture. The XTYLOS laser light 
source is currently the only technology that allows us to make such a small 
and compact beam fixture. *In the United States, the variance issued by FDA 
CDRH is required for the use of the MINI XTYLOS HPE (the same variance as for 
the Xtylos). The MINI XTYLOS is also available in a adjusted output version 
(CJ3003 ) which is fully homologated and does not require any FDA CDRH 
variance for the use in the United States. 
claypaky.com 
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RTI releases ANGO Series 
600W laser with moving mirror 

 
The RTI ANGO Series is a range of ultra high power laser systems that is 
designed for long distance laser visibility. The ANGO laser systems are 
full color, analog modulated laser systems with an extremely thin and 
low divergent beam for the power. They are equipped with the latest 
high precision laser module technology of RTI. With con nuous wave 
output powers of 300W and 600W, the RTI ANGO laser systems are 
extreme in many ways ‐ it‘s not only the power, but also the capability 
to move the beam! The divergence of only 1.0 mrad with a beam 
diameter at aperture of only 100 mm make the beam travel over 
extremely long distances, as power does not get lost at the beginning 
and the beam not widening much with increasing distance. The RTI 
ANGO laser systems are equipped with a mirror to deflect and posi on 
the beam on the x and y axis. The movement of the beam can precisely 
be controlled via DMX. To make the ANGO laser systems withstand 
adverse weather condi ons, they are equipped with an ac ve air 
condi oning system for precise temperature control as well as with a 
durable, rainproof housing. To make sure the aperture does not get 
dirty or gets too much water in case of rain, a specially designed, 
moving outlet chamber is a ached to the device to reduce maintenance 
to a minimum. 
laserworld.com 

 

Daslight 5 : lighting control software  
 - newly rebuilt from the ground up 

 
Take your light show to a whole new level with 
the brand new DMX ligh ng so ware package 
from Daslight. With over 15,000 ligh ng fixtures, 
a new meline, live mixer and iPhone/iPad/ 
Android control ‐ Daslight 5 lets you create bigger 
and be er light shows easier than ever before. 
Daslight 5 will be compa ble with the latest 
genera on of Daslight USB‐DMX hardware. This 
includes the new DVC FUN, DVC GOLD and DVC 
GZM controllers. Discover the new range here. 
Upgrades will be available via dmxso .com this 
summer when the beta is launched. We will be 
launching a private Alpha version for tes ng in 
May, available for the first 500 testers who sign 
up via the link below. Alpha testers can post 

feedback via a private forum. Note that there will be no technical support provided via e‐mail 
or ckets with the Alpha version. Alpha testers require a SUT compa ble DMX device to 
output DMX. Free 90 day licences will be offered to all alpha testers. The public beta of 
Daslight 5 will be released this summer. 
daslight.com/daslight5 
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Brompton Technology develops Tessera LED  
video processor device for Bitfocus Companion 

 
Following mul ple customer requests, 
global leader in LED processing for 
video walls, Brompton Technology, has 
developed a device profile for the 
Tessera LED video processor that is fully 
integrated into the Companion 
applica on. This means that thousands 
of users of 4K Tessera SX40 and Tessera 
S8 LED processors, who also u lise 
Companion and Elgato Stream Deck in 
their video workflow, can now control 
mul ple Tessera func ons as well as 
other devices simultaneously. As 
creators of custom, automated 
solu ons for the broadcast and events 
industries, Bi ocus Companion is an 
open source so ware project that turns 
an Elgato Stream Deck into a professional shotbox surface to trigger a wide variety of AV devices such as media servers, video 
decks, matrix switchers, scan converters and vision mixers amongst others. One of the key elements of Companion is that the 
applica on is open source, free to own, and can be run cross‐pla orm. The device profile for the Tessera LED video processor 
is available with Companion version 2.2.0 onwards. The latest version can be downloaded from 
bi ocus.io/companion/download/builds/ 
 

 

     Christie continues to deliver innovative 
solutions for exhibitors with new  
RGB laser and Xenon projectors 

 
 

 
Chris e® is pleased to announce that it is expanding its range of solu ons for the cinema industry with the launch of new 
RGB pure laser and Xenon projectors. With brilliant color to engage moviegoers, and designed with advanced features to 
meet the needs of cinemas, the new Chris e CP2420‐Xe, CP4420‐Xe, , CP4425‐RGB and CP4435‐RGB projectors offer reliable, 
yet affordable, projec on solu ons. The new CP4425‐RGB and CP4435‐RGB deliver 26,000 DCI lumens and 35,000 DCI 
lumens, respec vely, for bright content on screens up to 89‐feet wide. With Real|Laser illumina on to engage audiences 
with colorful, detailed and true‐to‐life images, these new models offer a premium moviegoing experience for mainstream 
and PLF formats. Capable of providing over 50,000 hours of low maintenance performance, the CP4425‐RGB and CP4435‐
RGB afford years of stable opera on for an advanced, yet affordable, cinema solu on. 
chris edigital.com 
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RGBlink TAO 1mini 
 

Building on the TAO direct streaming range, 
TAO 1 mini is an exci ng new device 
enabling video streaming and transmission ‐ 
TAO 1mini is the bridging solu on from 
camera to delivery with video switching for 
HDMI, UVC and NDI. With a truly unique and 
intui ve form factor, the touch screen 
controls on TAO 1mini flow naturally and 
easily, making powerful streaming just a 
simple as a touch or swipe. And TAO 1mini 
screen is not only for controls, the display is 
also a rich edge‐to‐edge circular preview 
monitor too . As NDI node, TAO 1mini 
supports encode and decode of NDI|HX3 at 
up to 1080p60 with very low latency. TAO 
1mini offers a high level of connec vity in 
just 90mm (3.5in), making the device ultra 
portable and convenient to mount almost 
anywhere. From just US$399 MSRP will be 
available from leading resellers. 
rgblink.com 

 

ArKaos Launches VS1 Media Server 
 

The slickly designed, portable and 
powerful VS1 is the first in a next gen of 
crea ve visual control products from 
ArKaos, and is a feature‐packed, intui ve, 
fun to use and cost‐efficient solu on. VS1 
runs 4K video sources – with 2x HDMI and 
USB‐C outs on the back of the device – 
giving the best and most vibrant results in 
a hugely flexible and user‐friendly control 
package. Its compact dimensions of 
143.2mm x 195mm x 43mm and triple unit 
in a 1U footprint means that several VS1 
devices can be rigged in the same rack 
housing if desired, and the light weight of 
just 1.2kg plus its robust, quality‐
engineering make it perfect for touring 
ligh ng operators, VJs and DJs. It is a low 

noise product, ideal for poten ally acous cally sensi ve environments like churches, museums and heritage sites and visitor 
centres, concert halls, etc. as well as for digital signage applica ons. VS1 uses ArKaos’ streamlined proprietary SAGA codec 
guaranteeing the best performance, maximum number of visual playback channels and ul mate visual quality with 10‐bit 
defini on per colour and an Alpha Channel. The VS1 provides a 2.5Gb/s network connec on for ligh ng fast file transfer and 
updates. The VS1 will run MediaMaster 6, and a licence for this hugely popular so ware pla orm is included in the price. 
arkaos.com 
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